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Sammanfattning	
I denna avhandling används komplex systemteori för att undersöka uppkomsten av hållbara 
miljöstyrnings- och förvaltningssystem i olika kontexter i Europa. Miljöförstöringens 
accelererande takt i världen har lett till att legitimiteten hos hittillsvarande miljöstyrnings- och 
förvaltningsarrangemang ifrågasätts. Förhållningssätt som kännetecknats av toppstyrning och 
linjär optimering tycks ha misslyckats vad gäller att räkna in de socialekologiska systemens 
inneboende komplexitet. Detta trots den fundamentala roll dessa system har för mänsklighetens 
fortsatta överlevnad.  

De systemiska kopplingarna mellan ekologiska och mänskliga system understryker 
miljöproblemens komplexitet. Denna komplexitet karaktäriseras av mångdimensionella 
intressen och konkurrerande värderingar bland intressenter och aktörer på flera nivåer och över 
olika rumsliga och tidsliga skalor. Mål om hållbarhet kräver utveckling av nya miljöstyrnings- 
och förvaltningssystem som har en förmåga att handskas med den dynamik och komplexitet 
som präglar dessa socialekologiska system.  

Med hjälp av en omfattande litteraturstudie, fallstudier och kvalitativa systemmodellerings-
metoder, visar denna avhandling tydligt de strukturellt komplexa systemen inom vilka de 
studerade miljöstyrnings- och förvaltningsarrangemangen ägde rum. I vilken grad dessa system 
indikerade uppkomst av integrerade och/eller adaptiva ansatser, i linje med nutida 
hållbarhetsteorier, skilde sig dock åt beroende på styrningsnivå och kontext. Viktiga 
begränsande faktorer utgjordes av en fortsatt dominans av hierarkiskt ordnande institutioner 
och regelverk, brist på tillgång till adekvata resurser (främst finansiella) för nya ansatser och 
initiativ, socio-kulturella faktorer samt den komplexitet och medföljande osäkerhet kopplad till 
dynamiken som kännetecknar socialekologiska system.  

Identifierade möjligheter handlade om överstatliga institutioner, ett värderingsskifte bland 
intressenter, och de möjligheter som uppstod ur miljöförstöring och/eller akuta kriser. Strategier 
som underlättade uppkomsten av mer hållbara miljöstyrnings- och förvaltningsansatser var 
bland annat förstärkandet av nya aktörers legitimitet, en aktiv förvaltning och integrering av 
intressentperspektiven, lärande genom att göra och dela, samt att rekrytera för och möjliggöra 
ett aktivt och mångfacetterat ledarskap.  

Viktigt att betona är att de mest betydande begränsningarna och möjligheterna huvudsakligen 
finns utom räckhåll för aktörer och intressenter som är verksamma på lägre nivåer. 
Återkopplingsmekanismer med vilka bottom-up initiativ kan påverka den institutionella 
utvecklingen på högre nivåer är bristfälliga, dåligt förstådda, eller präglade av långa 
fördröjningar. Denna dynamik förhindrar övergången till en mer hållbar utveckling.  
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1. Introduction	

1.1. Systemic	complexity:	a	challenge	for	sustainable	

environmental	governance	and	management		

“Nature” is an invaluable, irreplaceable asset for human society. Natural systems 
support and regulate the fundamental preconditions allowing life to exist on Earth and 
provide myriad material and non-material contributions important to the quality of 
human lives. The sustained delivery of nature’s contributions to people (NCP) is 
predicated on the maintenance of ecosystem diversity‚ the diversity of species within 
those ecosystems, and the genetic diversity within those species (Díaz et al., 2018; 
IPBES, 2018). However, the ways in which human societies obtain NCP, the 
exponentially increasing rate at which they are obtained, and the deleterious side-effects 
caused by their production and use has led to widespread environmental degradation. 
The result is a combination of ever-growing demands being placed on increasingly 
degraded ecosystems, seriously diminishing the prospects for sustainable development 
(MA, 2005). Biodiversity loss is therefore now recognised as a clear and present global-
scale threat to the continued function of natural systems, and by extension to that of 
human society, along with anthropogenic climate change.  

The systemic interdependence of both ecosystems and anthropogenic drivers of 
biodiversity loss risk resulting in trophic cascades (e.g. Lister and Garcia, 2018; Mac 
Nally et al., 2009), ultimately undermining the foundations for human society. 
Although some progress has been made, primarily through the protection and 
conservation of threatened species, biotopes and ecosystems, global biodiversity status 
is strongly negative overall and future trends indicate further rapid decline in most cases 
(Hallmann et al., 2017; IPBES, 2018). In Europe, for example, the benefits of action 
taken to combat biodiversity loss – e.g. EU biodiversity targets – have been outweighed 
by continued and growing pressures on biodiversity (European Commission, 2011a). 
Land use change (LUC), primarily as a consequence of agricultural and forestry 
expansion/intensification and urban development, is the major direct driver of 
biodiversity loss in Europe and Central Asia (Angelstam et al., 2011; Becker et al., 
2007; IPBES, 2018; Villard and Jonsson, 2009) and has led to the loss, fragmentation 
and degradation of natural terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems (Hansen et al., 2013; 
Potapov et al., 2008). LUC also poses serious consequences for bio-cultural values 
(Angelstam, 2006; Zaremba, 2012), human wellbeing (Prescott-Allen, 2001) and rural 
communities (Bostedt and Mattsson, 1995).  

More than 50% of the world’s natural wetlands have been drained during the 20th 
century for the development of agriculture, forestry or peat extraction (Davidson, 
2014). In Europe, less than 20% of original natural wetlands remain (Finlayson and 
Spiers, 1999; Verhoeven, 2014). The world’s water systems have also been heavily 
modified during recent centuries in pursuit of human development and expansion (Ellis 
et al., 2010). Roughly 60% of the world’s largest river systems are either moderately or 
strongly affected by fragmentation and flow regulation of river systems (Nilsson et al., 
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2005) and more than 45,000 dams have been constructed in the world since the 1930s 
(World Comission on Dams, 2000). European water catchments are polluted and 
subject to multiple pressures (EEA, 2019; IPBES, 2018). Rivers have been heavily 
modified in recent centuries to provide transport infrastructure (Carlgren, 1886; 
Törnlund and Östlund, 2002), water regulation and electricity generation (Dynesius and 
Nilsson, 1994), with few retained for conservation values (Dynesius and Nilsson, 
1994). Intensification of forest management, for timber and energy biomass, have had 
negative impacts on biodiversity and soil quality, as well as an array of material and 
non-material NCP. The trade-offs between increasing intensity of forestry and delivery 
of diverse nature’s contributions to people are recognized as a major challenge for 
European forestry (de Jong et al., 2017; IPBES, 2018).  

The extent and rate of global environmental degradation illustrates the clear need for 
more sustainable land management practices, particularly in agriculture and forestry, 
as well as the urgent need for intentional landscape restoration interventions to initiate 
and accelerate recovery of functionally degraded ecosystems (Blignaut et al., 2014; 
Halme et al., 2013; Mansourian, 2005). This urgency is reflected in the increasing 
inclusion of restoration objectives in supra-national institutional frameworks (e.g. Aichi 

	

	

	

Figure	1. There is an urgent need for intentional landscape restoration interventions to initiate and 
accelerate recovery of Europe’s functionally degraded ecosystems. Here, three landscape restoration 
projects in Sweden (Paper 3). Left: Sveaskog’s Ekopark concept focuses on restoring and managing a 
network of forest landscapes (photo: Per Angelstam). Top right: Rynningeviken	wetland	restoration,	
Örebro,	Sweden	(photo:	Marine	Elbakidze).	Bottom	right:	Hedströmmen	river	restoration,	
Skinnskatteberg	(photo:	Per	Angelstam). 
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targets 11 & 15; target 2 of EU biodiversity strategy to 2020). Normative guidelines for 
restoration interventions emphasise the integration of multiple scientific and value-
based perspectives with biophysical considerations (Berrahmouni et al., 2015; FAO, 
2008; Vallauri et al., 2005; Van Dover et al., 2014; Van Oosten, 2013). In particular, 
the integration of governance and management contexts into restoration planning is 
identified as having a strong impact on cost-effectiveness and efficiency of landscape 
restoration projects (Budiharta et al., 2016; Buitenhuis and Dieperink, 2019; Jellinek et 
al., 2014; Stanturf et al., 2014). 

Globalisation and industrialisation in pursuit of economic growth are frequently 
identified as key drivers of the degradation of public goods in the form of common 
resources and/or common sinks (Elliott, 2004). However, recent studies (e.g. Hauck et 
al., 2015; IPBES, 2018) highlight a wide range of indirect (institutional, economic, 
demographic, socio-cultural and technological) and direct (climate change, pollution, 
natural resource extraction, land use change, and invasive alien species) drivers 
underpinning major trends in biodiversity loss and decline of NCP. These drivers are 
interdependent – that is, there are multiple points of interconnection and feedback by 
which they influence each other. Structural interdependence makes assessment of 
individual drivers difficult and ultimately insufficient, given that much of the influence 
of individual drivers is exerted indirectly via influence on other drivers. Such dynamics 
underscore complex, “wicked” environmental problems that are trans-boundary, multi-
scalar and cross-sectoral in character, consisting of multi-dimensional values and 
competing interests among stakeholders and actors at multiple levels and across 
divergent temporal scales (Beall and Ford, 2010; MA, 2005; Rittel and Webber, 1973).  

The successful integration of multi-scalar, multi-stakeholder, transdisciplinary factors 
presents a particularly difficult challenge for incumbent state-centric, administrative, 
hierarchical approaches to environmental governance and management, which are 
typically operationalised using simple, linear growth optimisation management 
strategies (Chaffin et al., 2014; Innes and Booher, 1999; Rijke et al., 2012). Such 
approaches have typically failed to account for the inherent unpredictability and 
irreducible uncertainty of dynamically complex natural resource systems (Brunner et 
al., 2005), consequently suffering an increasing loss of legitimacy in recent decades in 
the face of a seeming inability to handle complex crises associated with globalisation 
(Bäckstrand, 2004; Bulkeley, 2012; Folke et al., 2005; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006; Rijke 
et al., 2012). 

In this respect, the advent of the sustainable development paradigm represents one of 
the most visible institutional responses to both the accelerating development of multiple 
environmental crises and the increasingly uneven distribution of natural resources and 
NCP across human societies. Sustainable development is widely defined as meeting the 
needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations 
to meet their own needs (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987). 
Although occasionally criticised as conceptually ambiguous (e.g. Elliott, 2004; in ’t 
Veld, 2011), sustainable development is a complex phenomenon whose fundamental 
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premise is the integration of three central dimensions of human society – economic, 
social, and ecological (Halog and Manik, 2011; in ’t Veld, 2011). The simultaneous 
achievement of multiple objectives regarding economic prosperity, social justice and 
environmental security (UN General Assembly, 2015), which have previously been 
governed through trade-offs, implies increased complexity for governance and 
management arrangements. One response to this challenge has been to theoretically 
reconceptualise human-nature interactions as taking place within social-ecological 
systems (Chaffin et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2003; Engle, 2011; Folke et al., 2005; 
Garmestani and Benson, 2013; Koontz et al., 2015).  

Social-ecological systems are conceptualised as inherently complex, irreducibly 
uncertain, and fundamentally interconnected. Social-ecological systems continuously 
evolve in time and space as a result of a complex weave of multi-dimensional, non-
linear processes and structures – including unpredictable feedbacks – that guide 
interactions between physical components, governance and management systems, and 
users (Allen et al., 2014; Chaffin et al., 2014; Folke, 2006; Ostrom and Cox, 2010; 
Rijke et al., 2012). While social-ecological systems are an integrative concept, 
eschewing delineation between social and ecological systems as arbitrary and artificial 
(Folke et al., 2005), a key purpose is to highlight human society as one of the most 
change-causing forces in ecosystems (Folke, 2006; Lade et al., 2015b). The social-
ecological systems concept thereby provides an analytical unit for understanding 
human system components (e.g., institutions, infrastructure, culture, etc.), and 
environmental components (e.g., geological, climatological, biological, etc.), and the 
mechanisms by which these components interconnect within and across systems 
(Engle, 2011).  

Although social-ecological systems are usually perceived as macro-level phenomena, 
representing the slower-moving broader contexts within which environmental 
governance and management systems are embedded (Pahl-Wostl, 2015), they remain 
subject to multiple stresses and multi-scalar dynamics, making them fundamentally 
unstable and prone to regime shifts (Cumming et al., 2006; Engle, 2011; Lade et al., 
2015b). The constantly evolving conditions in both social and ecological contexts 
means that environmental governance and management decisions are typically based 
on incomplete information and conflicting or changing human values amongst diverse 
groups of stakeholders (Chaffin et al., 2014), negatively influencing their effectiveness 
(Rijke et al., 2012). At the same time, several authors argue that conventional, western-
centric scientific paradigms and systems of knowledge are unable to deal with the full 
complexity of environmental governance and management (Funtowicz et al., 1998; 
Johannes, 1998; Ludwig et al., 2001; Raymond et al., 2010). Sustainable environmental 
governance and management therefore requires improved understanding of the short-, 
medium-, and long-term relationships between human activities and well-being, and 
ecological change (MA, 2005). An important barrier to such understanding is the 
tendency of scientific research to focus on specific aspects or subsystems (Bots et al., 
2015). The shift from approaching social and ecological systems as linked but 
essentially separate systems to approaching them as truly interconnected complex 
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systems has triggered the emergence of new analytical frameworks (Olsson et al., 2007) 
and the use of new approaches and tools (Gregory et al., 2006; Halog and Manik, 2011; 
Raymond et al., 2010). These new approaches and tools are better able to account for 
myriad “dynamic interconnections between social and ecological systems, integrate 
stakeholder deliberation with scientific analysis, incorporate diverse stakeholder 
knowledge, and foster relationships among stakeholders that can accommodate 
changing information and changing social and environmental conditions” (Stave, 
2010).  

1.2. Environmental	governance	and	management	of	social-

ecological	systems	

Whilst governance remains a broad and contested term with no singular definition it 
collectively refers to the formal and informal structures, processes, instruments and 
mechanisms regulating decision-making processes through which human society is 
shaped and coordinated (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Carmody, 2009; in ’t Veld, 2011). 
That is, governance encompasses the constellation of authoritative rules, institutions, 
and practices by which power and authority are conceived, exercised and distributed, 
and by which the public’s business is conducted (Larson and Soto, 2008; Ruggie, 2004). 
Governance regimes as specific phenomena, emerge from the context of the historical, 
political, cultural, economic and environmental conditions in which they are situated 
(Pahl-Wostl, 2009). 

Many governance scholars seek to make clear that governance is not the same as 
government. Stoker (1998), for example, defines government as referring to activities 
primarily or wholly undertaken by state bodies, particularly those at the nation-state 
level whose role is to maintain order and facilitate collective action, whereas 
governance refers to new emergent styles of governing, which blur the boundaries 
between sectors and scales. This blurring of lines is characteristic of definitions of 
governance, given its inclusion of non-state actors and other mechanisms that are not 
based on the authority and sanctions of the government (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Jordan 
et al., 2003; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). In this respect, governance occasionally 
becomes a euphemism for various alternatives to conventional top-down government 
control – including collaboration, partnerships and networks – which incorporate issues 
of legitimacy and accountability (Eckerberg and Joas, 2004). Bäckstrand et al (2010), 
for example, contend that the governance concept allows one to avoid having to make 
a sharp distinction between what goes on within states and what happens outside of 
states.  

Environmental governance, as a delimitation of governance, relates to the shaping of 
social systems pertaining to the (bio)physical – i.e. “natural” – environment, 
fundamentally linking social and ecological systems, by forming a system of 
institutions and organisations involved in governing and managing natural resource use 
and/or protection (Chaffin et al., 2014). Thus, environmental governance refers to an 
emergent process of resolving conflicts and trade-offs over environmental resources 
and of providing vision and direction for environmental decisions (Folke et al., 2005; 
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Paavola, 2007). Environmental management, then, is defined as the targeted 
operationalisation of said governance vision(s), via the interconnected complex of 
available technologies, institutions, environmental factors and paradigms (Boyle et al., 
2001; Folke et al., 2005; Pahl-Wostl, 2007a). Environmental management is a decision-
making and action-taking process, involving several standard – but nonetheless 
challenging – management steps, including problem definition, identification and 
evaluation of potential courses of action, and implementation (Stave, 2010). 
Management refers primarily to the specific set of activities for analysing, monitoring, 
developing and implementing measures to maintain a given environmental resource 
within desirable bounds, whereas governance takes greater account of the multiplicity 
of stakeholders, actors and networks that help to formulate and implement 
environmental policy and/or policy instruments (Pahl-Wostl, 2009). 

Environmental governance and management regimes are often institutionalised as a 
formal set of legislative and regulatory processes, mechanisms and organisations 
through which political actors influence environmental actions and outcomes by 
(re)shaping incentives, knowledge, institutions, decision-making, and behaviours 
(Lemos & Agrawal, 2006). However, they are also expressed through a multitude of 
informal institutions and other indirect social mechanisms and context-shaping 
interactions (Folke et al, 2005).  

Bäckstrand et al (2010) identify three major approaches to governance scholarship – 
empirical, normative, and critical. The empirical approach views governance as a 
dynamic, contemporary phenomenon driven largely by globalisation, in which diverse 
actors at multiple levels of human society are in constant motion between spheres of 
authority, continually reshaping existing power structures (Bäckstrand et al., 2010). 
According to this approach, there is an identifiable trend away from conventional 
administrative hierarchies and the control of states, towards political, administrative 
and judicial interdependencies across multiple scales (Bäckstrand et al 2010). The 
normative approach attempts to identify and define the attributes and characteristics of 
“good governance”, which lead to increased accountability, transparency, participation, 
coherence, equity, performance and legitimacy (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Carmody, 
2009; UNESCAP, 2009). This is achieved chiefly by means of implementing or 
improving democratic institutions and by widening and deepening the scope of roles 
for non-state actors (Cashore, 2002; Sending and Neumann, 2006), to resolve tensions 
between effectiveness, participation, and legitimacy (Folke et al, 2005). The critical 
approach views governance processes as intertwined with globalisation and the 
dominance of a neo-liberal order, in which the state is complicit in facilitating a power 
shift from the political sphere to the economic sphere and where responsibility for 
social risks is shifted from the state to the individual (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Foucault, 
1991; Sending and Neumann, 2006). According to the critical approach, governance is 
the political practices that simultaneously constitute, reflect, and mask relations of 
power and powerlessness, and that support existing institutions and values that can be 
questioned in terms of usefulness and representativeness (Elliott, 2004). The present 
thesis draws primarily on elements from empirical and normative approaches in order 
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to understand the interdependent, multi-scalar structures and interactions underlying 
environmental governance and management, and the degree to which they can be 
explained as components of good governance for sustainability. 

Kronsell & Bäckstrand (2010) offer a simplified typology of environmental governance 
(Table 1). According to this typology, environmental governance systems typically 
consist of a multiplicity of arrangements structured in three archetypal forms – 
hierarchy, market or network (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; in ’t Veld, 2011; Jordan, 2008). 
Hierarchical governance systems operate primarily through top-down structures, 
arranged in vertical chains of delegation with clearly identifiable principal-agent 
relations (Kronsell & Bäckstrand, 2010). Markets, which are often posited as 
antonymous to hierarchy, are characterised by heterogeneous agents, which self-
organise interactions largely in accordance with market-based mechanisms and other 
economic considerations (Kronsell & Bäckstrand, 2010). Networks are structured 
according to interdependencies between various actors concerning economic, political, 
informational, or personal resources, where trust and cooperation are key elements in 
establishing and maintaining network links (Kronsell & Bäckstrand, 2010).  

Along with structural archetypes, Kronsell & Bäckstrand’s (2010) typology identifies 
three fundamental rationalities underscoring governance discourses. These rationalities 
– administrative, economic, and deliberative – represent different core assumptions 

	

	

	
Rationalities of 

governance 

 

 

 

 

 

Forms  
of governance 

Administrative 
rationality 

Power delegated by 
politicians to experts 
and civil servants. 

Global-state system 
delegated via supra-
national institutions 
such as EU  

Economic 
rationality 

Governance made 
possible through 
price and contract 
mechanisms. 

Economic incentives 
change behaviour, 
contracts establish 
relations. 

Deliberative 
rationality 

Governance made 
possible through 
participation, 
communication, 
broadened knowledge 
and deliberation. 

Hierarchy 
(principal-agents 
relations) 

Administration/ 
experts govern 
through chains of 
command via rules, 
legal norms, etc. 

Hierarchical forms 
influenced by 
economic rationality. 

 

Hierarchical forms 
influenced by 
deliberative 
rationality. 

Market 
(self-organising) 

Market exists at the 
mercy of political will 
or the will of 
state/supra-national 
institutions. In the 
shadow of hierarchy. 

Market works 
through price and 
trade mechanisms. 

 

People participate and 
communicate in self-
organised ways. 

 

Networks 
(interdependent 
actors) 

Networks among 
experts, civil servants, 
politicians, elites. 

Networks based on 
economic ties, 
interests, contracts. 

Networks of 
participating citizens. 

	

Table	1.	A	typology	of	governance	forms	and	rationalities	(adapted	from	Kronsell	&	Bäckstrand,	
2010). 
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regarding effective decision-making and policy implementation processes (Table 1). 
Administrative rationalities underpin conventional, state-centric, hierarchic forms of 
governance, which are based largely on expressions of power through consent 
(Bulkeley, 2012). A central assumption of administrative rationalities is that decisions 
for the collective good are best made by authoritative institutions and their personnel, 
i.e. experts, due to established perceptions regarding their legitimacy and presumed 
superior access to information. Economic rationalities assume that actors are 
fundamentally motivated to maximise self-interest. Behaviour is therefore best 
regulated through manipulation of relative costs and benefits, expressed primarily 
through price mechanisms and contractual obligations. Economic rationalities are 
generally linked to neo-liberalism, a doctrine in which the role of the traditional state 
is radically reduced or subsumed by the self-organising logic of the market. Finally, the 
fundamental assumption underlining deliberative rationality is that effective 
governance is reliant on participation, deliberation, accountability, transparency, 
communication and the engagement of multiple actors in problem-solving and 
decision-making. Deliberation is claimed to strengthen the legitimacy of decision-
making processes, leading to improved implementation and better outcomes 
(Bäckstrand, 2004; Kapoor, 2002).  

Conventional governance and management approaches are typically arranged as state-
centric, administrative hierarchies, which seek to implement power through chains of 
command. Consequently, most environmental institutional and regulatory frameworks 
have been based on a “predict and control” paradigm, designed to provide “optimal” 
solutions to natural resource problems (Rijke et al., 2012). However, the inherent 
complexity and uncertainties associated with social-ecological systems make such 
approaches practically impossible (Rijke et al., 2012). Large, centralised, hierarchical 
control systems are increasingly associated with poor outcomes and high costs 
(Flyvbjerg, 2007) and disproportionate increases in uncertainty and risk (Taleb, 2012). 
In addition, many studies have shown that top-down, expert-led initiatives – based on 
informing people about their own best interests – do not lead to effective, long-term 
policy implementation (Lane and Hamann, 2003; Sabatier and Mazmanian, 1980; 
Walesh, 1999).  

Global environmental crises have intensified in recent decades despite the widespread 
augmentation or replacement of state-centric models by market-dominated structures 
underpinned by economic rationalities during the latter half of the 20th century (Lemos 
and Agrawal, 2006). Increasing recognition amongst experts of the inherent 
complexity, uncertainty, and subjective judgments involved in environmental 
governance and management has therefore led to calls for deliberative approaches 
involving the participation of those who have a real stake in outcomes (Stave, 2010, 
2002; Taleb, 2012). Kooiman (1993), for example, identifies that no single actor 
involved in complex, dynamic and diversified environmental governance problems can 
be expected to have sufficient (1) access to all the required knowledge and information 
to solve problems, (2) overview to effectively identify and apply appropriate 
instruments, or (3) action potential to unilaterally dominate all other constituents. Much 
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of the normative environmental governance and management literature therefore 
highlights the need for a redistribution of power from hierarchical structures to 
polycentric networks (Folke et al., 2005; Koontz et al., 2015), and particularly from 
conventional state actors to non-state actors, albeit without necessarily implying a 
simultaneous reduction in state power and authority (Sending and Neumann, 2006).  

Two key, related themes shaping new modes of environmental governance and 
management are therefore decentralisation and participation (Larson and Soto, 2008; 
Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). Decentralisation refers to a political and economic process 
leading to a redistribution of power and resources from central authorities to lower 
levels within political, administrative, fiscal and/or territorial hierarchies (Manor, 1999; 
Ribot, 2004). A central assumption is that decentralised decision-making processes lead 
to improved ecological and social system performance by making the connections 
between the costs and benefits of public services more proximate and explicit (Larson 
and Soto, 2008; Ribot, 2003). Additional to improved economic outcomes, democratic 
decentralisation is envisaged as being able to improve the legitimacy of decision 
processes by increasing the accountability of decision-makers and improving social 
equity via the increased participation of representative local governments in issues that 
impact upon local populations (Raik et al., 2008; Ribot, 2003). Democratic 
decentralisation, essentially a set of institutional arrangements, is enabled by both a top-
down transfer of power as well as by the opening of spaces for participation from below, 
driven by the actions of excluded or less powerful groups to create new, inclusive norms 
for the legitimation of authority (Larson et al., 2007; Larson and Soto, 2008). This 
process restructures the linear hierarchies of conventional governance and management 
spaces towards more polycentric networks of power. Ribot (2003) identifies broad-
based participation in local decision-making as the key to effective decentralisation, 
with downwardly accountable and democratically representative authorities with 
meaningful discretionary powers as basic structural requirements.  

Deliberative, participatory processes are by now widely accepted as essential elements 
of responsible governance (e.g. European Commission, 2011b; European Parliament, 
2000; MA, 2005), providing a means by which to deal with the uncertainty and high 
stakes surrounding modern mega-hazards in a complex, globalised world (Bäckstrand, 
2004). Stakeholder participation is argued as a means to integrate greater diversity of 
values and types of knowledge (Reed, 2008), improve the quality of decisions, and 
increase the likelihood that decisions are implemented. As a better representation of 
fundamental democratic ideals (Stave, 2010; Stringer et al., 2006), deliberative, 
participatory environmental decision-making is envisioned to bridge the gap between 
democracy and environmentalism by promoting a critical self-awareness of the 
interconnectedness of social-ecological systems (Lövbrand and Khan, 2010) and to 
provide a useful forum to discuss potential trade-offs when policy-makers have no clear 
way to assign value to different outcomes (Dietz and Stern, 2008). In this way, a more 
equitable distribution of power amongst social actors is argued to enable more effective 
governance processes, due to a broader knowledge base (Lövbrand & Khan, 2010), 
increased legitimacy of decisions, reduced conflict among stakeholders, and the 
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building of “trust and long-term, ongoing relationships among participants that improve 
the social context of future decisions” (Stave, 2010).  

The normative alignment of participatory approaches with democratic norms and 
improved legitimacy, means public involvement is increasingly seen by decision-
makers as an opportunity to garner public resources and avoid public obstruction during 
policy implementation (Stave, 2002). Arnstein (1969) proposed a popular normative 
typology of citizen participation ranging in ascending order from manipulation, 
therapy, informing, consultation, placation, partnership, delegated power, and finally 
citizen control. However, not all public involvement can be characterised as 
participation. Hale (1992) distinguishes between public participation (in which the 
public has the opportunity to take part in governance processes), public awareness 
(relating to the availability and accessibility of knowledge), and public education 
(relating to the provision of information to promote understanding of decisions being 
made by officials). It should also be noted that participation does not imply the public 
per se. Many participatory processes occur within administrative hierarchies, with the 
primary or exclusive participation of administrative representatives (organisations, 
experts, officials, companies, etc) of which some may be seen to represent the interests 
of the general public (politicians and elected officials).  

Although they are often used synonymously, there is a semantic difference between 
deliberation and participation. Deliberative processes arrive at collective decisions by 
way of open, critical reasoning between free, equal and rational participants (Chilvers, 
2008; Dietz and Stern, 2008; Hendriks, 2006). Successful deliberative democracy rests 
upon the fundamental assumption of an objective rationality and that participants have 
both the cognitive and moral capacity to reflect objectively beyond personal needs and 
circumstances to those of the collective (Lövbrand & Khan, 2010). In terms of 
environmental governance, deliberation is thus linked to reasoning around the trade-
offs between economic, social and ecological values. Environmental governance may 
be described as participatory if all relevant stakeholders are party to the process, but the 
degree to which it is deliberative is also determined by the degree to which equal weight 
is given to the arguments of each participant, and to which all participants may put 
forward an argument. This latter condition is identified as highly problematic given the 
large numbers of potential individual stakeholders in many collective decisions 
(Lövbrand & Khan, 2010). The procedural requirement for open participation is 
therefore often relaxed to a form of representation, and where environmental 
governance can be judged deliberative or participatory according to the degree to which 
they are seen to be representative of the plurality of stakeholder views. 

Although participatory approaches have grown in popularity during recent decades, 
they are not uncontroversial. Given the diversity of stakeholders, roles, and objectives 
of participatory processes, selection of appropriate methods remains unclear (Hare et 
al., 2003). Cooke and Kothari (2001) argue that participation has become a “new 
tyranny”, facilitating an illegitimate and unjust use of power due to a variety of 
technical, theoretical, political and conceptual limitations. It is argued that participatory 
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processes impose external structures on the local knowledge that they are intended to 
elicit (Mosse, 2001), and conflate social structures with institutions in order to better 
correspond with the organisational preferences of enabling bureaucracies (Cleaver, 
2001), whilst maintaining the exploitation and exclusion that they are often intended to 
address (Hildyard et al., 2001).  

Incorporation of a more diverse set of actors and stakeholders and a structural shift from 
hierarchies to networks implies the need for new, hybridised modes of environmental 
governance and management, which better accommodate the inherent complexity, 
uncertainty and multi-scalar character of pressing environmental problems (Lemos and 
Agrawal, 2006). These modes straddle traditional divisions of power, emerging from 
multiple alternatives across various scales at a time when political authority is 
fragmented (Kronsell and Bäckstrand, 2010; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). They are often 
conceived as multi-level, multi-actor arrangements, relying on a mix of hierarchical and 
non-hierarchical steering and collaboration between government, market and civil-
society. A key challenge lies in matching the fragmented, compartmentalised, and 
sectorised decision-making processes characterising multi-level governance and 
management arrangements, with ecosystems characterised by complex interactions in 
time and space (Olsson et al., 2007) 

1.3. Complex	Systems	Approach	

Theories concerning new modes of environmental governance and management are 
heavily influenced by complex systems science (e.g. Halbe et al., 2013; Pahl-Wostl et 
al., 2012). Thus, new modes are often characterised in terms of one or more of three 
over-arching concepts relating to complexity: First, they are conceptualised as dynamic 
systems1, taking place within – and reflexively shaping – the broader contexts of the 
surrounding social-ecological systems. The systems concept provides a fundamental 
perspective through which recent theories seek to understand the structural and 
behavioural dynamics of environmental governance and management. Second, the 
integration of disparate components, not least different kinds of knowledge, into a 
functional system is proposed as an essential means for engaging with the structural 
complexity of social-ecological systems governance and management, whilst satisfying 
demands for more equitable distribution of decision-making power (e.g. Jager et al., 
2016; Macleod et al., 2007; Reed et al., 2016). Third, the adaptive capacity of 
governance and management systems (Armitage, 2005; Koontz et al., 2015) is seen as 
a key means by which to tame the behavioural complexity – and concomitant 
irreducible uncertainty – of complex systems (Folke et al., 2005; Wollenberg et al., 
2000), primarily through the development of explicit mechanisms for reflexive 
learning.  

Conceptualisations of integrated and adaptive environmental governance and 
management2, taking place within interdependent social-ecological systems provide 
																																																								
1 The properties of complex, dynamic systems are explained further in Section 2.1. 
2 Section 2: Theoretical Framework expands on the integration and adaptation concepts as strategic 
responses for the governance and management of complex social-ecological systems. 
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important tools for engaging with the complexity facing environmental decision-
makers. However, these concepts are typically difficult to translate into practice, and 
sustainable governance and management of social-ecological systems remains difficult 
for a number of reasons, many of which relate to difficulties experienced by 
practitioners and decision-makers in coping with complexity and uncertainty (Engle, 
2011; Harding, 2006; Mitchell, 2006). First, there are long delays between social-
ecological system components (MA, 2005), which suffer from inertia and the long-
lived historical legacies of previous institutional arrangements. Second, social systems 
comprise other accumulating components – e.g. cultural, economic – which may 
produce structures, objectives and behaviours in conflict with environmental 
governance and management goals. Third, beyond formalised institutional components, 
the dynamics of governance and management systems include many “soft”, “invisible” 
elements such as as trust and power relations, as well as other socio-cultural attributes 
such as the internalised value preferences, emotions (Buijs and Lawrence, 2013), and 
mental models of decision-makers and stakeholders (Rouwette et al., 2011; Scholz et 
al., 2015; Scott, 2018; White and Fortune, 2009). These components may vary in 
conflicting and contradictory ways across spatial, temporal and institutional scales 
without any given one being necessarily more or less valid (IPBES, 2018; Watts, 2004). 
Such soft concepts are often underestimated and under-represented (Folke et al., 2005) 
in both research and decision-making practice compared with “hard” governance 
concepts such as legislation. Fourth, and in part due to the above reasons, feedbacks 
between ecological and governance/ management systems are often poorly conserved. 
This means that even where ecological systems show clear negative trends, it remains 
far from certain that governance and management systems will respond adequately or 
in good time. Fifth, there are fundamental mismatches between existing institutional 
frameworks and core principles of integrated and adaptive approaches, such as 
flexibility and self-organisation (Rijke et al., 2012). 

Increasing recognition of the role of systemic complexity as a constraint to the 
successful governance and management of environmental problems, has led to growing 
calls for improved empirically-grounded understanding of the causal mechanisms, 
structural interconnections, histories, and dynamics underpinning governance and 
management systems (Emerson et al., 2011; in ’t Veld, 2011; Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Walker 
et al., 2002). Although ecological complexity is increasingly well studied, human 
behaviour remains a seldom integrated component of environmental dynamics (Lade 
et al., 2015a), in part due to the ubiquity of stakeholders, values and objectives (Hare 
et al., 2003). In the opposite direction, the integration of ecosystem services into human 
decision-making systems also requires improved understanding of system interlinkages 
and of decision-making processes (Daily et al., 2011).  

Most studies treat governance and management systems as static and therefore miss 
important dynamic processes (Pahl-Wostl, 2015, 2009). However, the inter-related, 
emergent nature of environmental governance and management processes mandates the 
adoption of a holistic approach (Folke et al., 2002; Mendoza and Martins, 2006; 
Plummer and Armitage, 2007), using robust analytical tools capable of investigating 
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dynamic, systemic properties, contexts and causal mechanisms (Agrawal, 2001; 
Emerson et al., 2011; Larson and Soto, 2008; Sending and Neumann, 2006). This focus 
on understanding complexity precludes most conventional methods of analysis 
(Makridakis and Taleb, 2009a; Renn et al., 2011; Snowden and Boone, 2007).  

This thesis follows a complex systems approach to investigate and analyse the causal 
structures underlying environmental governance and management systems and the 
social-ecological contexts surrounding them (e.g. Bosch et al., 2007; Bureš, 2017; 
Cavana and Maani, 2000; Inam et al., 2015; Smith et al., 2007; Sterman, 2000; 
Wolstenholme and Coyle, 1983). A complex systems approach is highly germane for 
applications in sustainability science and environmental governance and management 
(Abson et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2007), providing both a holistic paradigm for 
perceiving the complexities of social-ecological systems (Bosch et al., 2007; Maani and 
Maharaj, 2004) and a toolbox for engaging with these complexities (Beall and Ford, 
2010; Carpenter and Kennedy, 2001; Checkland, 1981; Susskind and Field, 1996). This 
approach is particularly useful for understanding emergent phenomena in relation to 
the contextual constraints from which they emerge (Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers et al., 
2013), and for uncovering internal contradictions and hidden strategic opportunities 
(Cavana and Maani, 2000). A fundamental assumption of this approach is that the 
causal structure of a system determines its dynamically evolving behaviour (Sterman, 
2000).  

1.4. Aim	&	Objectives	

The achievement of sustainable environmental objectives mandates improved 
environmental governance and management arrangements to engage with the 
complexity, uncertainty and dynamism inherent to social-ecological systems. The 
overarching aim of this thesis is therefore to advance scientific understanding regarding 
the dynamic emergence of sustainable environmental governance and management 
systems at multiple levels along a rough governance gradient broadly characterising 
Western and Eastern Europe.  

Pursuant to this aim, the thesis investigates causal structures regarding recent 
sustainability initiatives and pan-European land use change dynamics in order to 
answer the following objectives: 

Objective A: to investigate the degree to which European environmental 
governance and management initiatives, at multiple scales and in different 
contexts, may be characterised as emergent sustainable governance and 
management systems. 

Objective B: to identify and analyse key systemic constraints and opportunities 
for the emergence of sustainable environmental governance and management 
systems in diverse contexts.  

Objective C: to identify robust strategies to support the emergence of 
sustainable environmental governance and management systems in different 
contexts. 
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1.5. Order	of	papers	in	answer	to	aims	&	objectives	

Papers are ordered to represent a structural progression of the dissertation, from drivers 
of environmental pressures at the continental scale to governance and management 
responses at national-local scales.  

To this end, Paper 1 identifies key system dynamics of interconnected drivers of post-
industrial land use change in Europe and Central Asia. This paper is included in order 
to identify and unpack major trends in LUC relating to agriculture, forestry and 
protected area development, illustrating the broad complexity underpinning the 
dynamics of environmental pressures (Objective A). These dynamics represent the 
broad context – i.e. beyond the boundaries of the systems of interest – within which 
case studies of sustainable environmental governance and management initiatives 
(Papers 2-5) are embedded, as well as describing the main dynamics by which 
environmental problems underlying case studies have evolved (Objective B). Causal 
structures influencing agricultural and forest agents’ decision processes (Paper 1), 
provide relevant context for understanding the behaviour of important stakeholders in 
case studies (Papers 2-5). As such, many of the constraints and opportunities for the 
emergence of sustainable environmental governance and management originate at this 
scale. Paper 1 is an extract from a much larger work, Chapter 4 of the IPBES Regional 
Assessment for Europe and Central Asia (ECA), which assesses the status and trends 
in both direct and underlying indirect drivers of change in biodiversity and NCP across 
this region.  

Paper 2 investigates governance system responses (Objective A) to driver dynamics 
identified in Paper 1, at the local scale (municipal). In particular, the paper explores the 
compatibility of learning practices in municipal spatial planning and new institutional 
approaches for sustainable landscapes (i.e. green infrastructure), across nine Swedish 
municipalities. A systems analysis investigates causal structures constraining 
stakeholder participation in collaborative learning and knowledge practices (Objective 
B), as well as some strategies for sustainable approaches (Objective C). 

Papers 3&4 investigate management system responses (Objective A) to environmental 
degradation resulting from driver dynamics identified in Paper 1. Case studies at 
national, regional and local scales examine landscape restoration initiatives for green 
infrastructure in Sweden (Paper 3) and sustainable wetlands management initiatives in 
Belarus (Paper 4). A systems analysis of causal structures (Objective A) examines key 
constraints, opportunities and sustainable management strategies (Objectives B & C).  

Paper 5 also investigates local scale (municipal) governance system responses 
(Objective A) to driver dynamics identified in Paper 1. Similar to Paper 2, this paper 
provides a deeper empirical examination of a central component of sustainable 
environmental governance and management theories, namely collaborative learning 
and knowledge practices. Paper 5 investigates how the top-down implementation of 
supra-national institutional changes intended to promote sustainability objectives (i.e. 
the European Union’s Water Framework Directive) affects learning and knowledge 
practices (Objectives B & C) in water governance of a Swedish sub-catchment. That is, 
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this paper examines the impact of change in dynamic exogenous constraints on local 
environmental decision-making. Given the primacy often attributed to institutions for 
directing environmental outcomes, this paper provides important empirical insights 
about the efficacy of high-level institutional change for sustainable environmental 
governance at lower levels.  

Table	2.	Overview	of	papers.	

 Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 Paper 5 

Objectives A, B  A, B, C A, B, C A, B, C A, B, C 

Main structural 
focus 

Drivers Responses Drivers & 
Responses 

Drivers & 
Responses 

Responses 

Main system 
focus  

Social-
ecological 
systems, 
global 
governance 

Governance Management Management Governance 

Primary scale(s) 
of interest 

Continental Local National, 
Regional, 
Local 

Regional, 
Local 

Local 

Study area Europe and 
Central Asia 

Bergslagen 
region, 
Sweden 

Sweden Belarus Oxunda sub-
catchment, 
Sweden 
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2. Theoretical	framework	
The theoretical foundation regarding new modes of environmental governance and 
management is conceptually diverse, providing several potential frameworks for the 
interpretation of this thesis’ results. This thesis focuses on three important recent 
theoretical innovations by which environmental governance and management attempts 
to better handle complexity. The first regards the application of the complex systems 
paradigm to environmental problems. In this paradigm, the “environment”, and 
associated environmental decision-making regimes, have been re-conceptualised as 
social-ecological systems and environmental governance and management systems 
respectively. The complex systems paradigm provides the main theoretical approach of 
the thesis proper, allowing environmental governance and management regimes to be 
understood as fundamentally interconnected systems, and thereby to understand them 
in terms of the structural and behavioural properties of complexity. The second and 
third theoretical innovations are comprised of two key, over-arching, interlinked 
concepts – integration and adaptation – which are frequently described as essential 
normative components of sustainable environmental governance and management 
systems for social-ecological systems (Pahl-Wostl, 2015; Reed et al., 2016). This 
theoretical framework provides a brief examination of (1) a set of core structural and 
behavioural characteristics of complex systems, and (2) integration and adaptation 
concepts as applied to environmental governance and management. Thesis findings 
concerning causal structures are framed in terms of complex systems properties. 
Findings concerning constraints, opportunities and strategies are framed against current 
theories regarding integrative and adaptive approaches.  

Several other theoretical concepts are of potential relevance to the present study. This 
thesis briefly presents three alternative theories – resilience, panarchy, and socio-
technical transition – which are also derived, or otherwise incorporate elements, from 
complex systems science (Allen et al., 2014; Garmestani and Benson, 2013; Pahl-
Wostl, 2015). In general, resilience refers to the ability of a system to return to stable 
equilibrium after a disturbance (Davoudi, 2012). In terms of complex social-ecological 
systems, resilience implies the ability of a system to persist and adapt in the face of 
internal and external changes, shocks and surprise that threaten its structural integrity 
(Davoudi, 2012; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Resilience is conceptually related to the concept 
of antifragility (Taleb, 2012), which highlights the importance of maintaining the 
redundancy and natural variability of over-lapping system components for the 
continued functionality of complex systems. However, a number of authors question 
the idea of stable equilibriums within complex systems, suggesting that, by their very 
nature, dynamically complex systems are in continuous states of change, regardless of 
external influences (Bond et al., 2015; Davoudi, 2012; Juarrero, 2010; Taleb, 2012). 

Panarchy is a conceptual model for describing the structures and dynamics of social-
ecological systems across scales of space and time (Gunderson and Holling, 2001, 
2002). A panarchy is represented by a nested set of adaptive cycles, which although 
operating at different, discrete geographical and temporal scales, are nevertheless 
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interconnected and therefore have implications for each other (Allen et al., 2014; Bond 
et al., 2015). In similarity to the panarchy model, socio-technical transition theories 
(e.g. Geels, 2005; Geels and Schot, 2007; Smith et al., 2010) develop conceptual 
models detailing the proposed nested, multi-level dynamics underpinning societal 
transitions, although focusing on the role of technological innovations (e.g. renewable 
energy systems). Both of these theories focus primarily on the transformative potential 
of complex system arrangements, rather than on structural causality underlying 
emergent governance and management per se.  

2.1. Complex	Systems	

There is currently no unified theory of “complex systems”, nor are there generally 
accepted definitions for either term (Abson et al., 2017; Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers et al., 
2013). Current research usually defines system from either an ontological or 
epistemological perspective (Abson et al., 2017). An ontological perspective (e.g. 
Anderson, 1999) views systems as objective, real-world phenomena, which comprise a 
set of component elements interacting with each other over time in ways that are 
organised (intentionally, unintentionally, self-, etc), distinct from their interactions with 
other entities, and which endure over time. Such approaches have been criticised for 
failing to integrate socio-normative dimensions underlying system behaviour and 
research processes themselves (Ison, 2008; Popa et al., 2015). An epistemological 
perspective, on the other hand, views systems as an approach to explore particular 
issues of concern. Following this, systems are subjective phenomena, which are (at least 
partly) defined in relation to the assumptions and worldviews of those who perceive 
them (Abson et al., 2017). The epistemological perspective therefore argues that one 
cannot talk about systems per se, but only about systems of interest (Ison, 2008), due 
to the fundamental influence the observer has on how the system can be understood. 
Given its focus on understanding human decision processes, and the presumed 
influence of socio-normative dimensions involved in perceiving these, the present 
thesis adopts an explicitly epistemological perspective. Although the papers included 
in this thesis have made no á priori delimitations regarding system boundaries, and the 
results include biophysical and socio-cultural components, the primary systems of 
interest in focus regard governance and management systems. 

Complexity can loosely be defined as a property of some systems, which principally 
arises as a result of the interactions between the components of a system, as opposed to 
being present in the individual properties of those components (Cilliers et al., 2013; 
Juarrero, 2010; Sterman, 2000). Complexity comprises both combinatorial (i.e. number 
of components) and dynamic (i.e. how components behave over time) elements (e.g. 
Sterman, 2000). As the structure of interactions is identified as a principal determinant 
in the behaviour of system components (Sterman, 2000), complex systems are often 
defined in terms of structural and behavioural properties (e.g. Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers 
et al., 2013; Miller and Page, 2007; Snowden and Boone, 2007).  

Connectivity and interaction are necessary preconditions for the emergence of 
complexity (Juarrero, 2010). Complexity can therefore only be understood by analysing 
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the dynamic inter-relationships between components (Cilliers et al., 2013; Juarrero, 
2010). Although complex systems typically involve large numbers of highly connected 
interacting components (Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers et al., 2013; Snowden and Boone, 
2007), complex behaviour can also arise in systems with relatively few components 
(Sterman, 2000). Interactions in complex systems are often non-linear, in that small 
causes can have disproportionately large effects and vice versa, e.g. tipping points or 
critical states (Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers et al., 2013; Miller and Page, 2007; Snowden 
and Boone, 2007). Non-linearity can be leveraged in the design of sustainable 
governance and management interventions, e.g. by identifying new or more effective 
policies that lead to system-wide change (Abson et al., 2017; Meadows, 2010). 
However, interactions in complex systems are usually short-range, and individual 
agents typically remain ignorant of system-wide behaviour (Cilliers et al., 2013). 

Interactions between interdependent variables can create feedback loops, which 
provide complex systems with contextual embeddedness (Juarrero, 2010; Miller and 
Page, 2007). Dominant positive feedbacks can fundamentally alter system dynamics, 
shifting systems far from equilibrium points and into emergent domains (Miller and 
Page, 2007). Feedback structures themselves are typically an emergent product of self-
organising processes between variables across scales (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). For this 
reason, complex systems, such as social-ecological systems, must be studied 
holistically (Cilliers et al., 2013).  

Systems are partly defined by the degree to which the system of interest interacts with 
its ambiance or context, i.e. beyond the boundaries of the system of interest. (Chu et al., 
2003; Cilliers et al., 2013; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Closed systems have no, or very few, 
meaningful interactions across this boundary and are therefore more easily delimited. 
Open systems, on the other hand, typically have many, and multiple types of, 
interactions with their surrounding contexts. Chu et al. (2003) employ the term “radical 
openness” to describe complex systems with strong and variegated interactions 
between the system of interest and its ambiance. Environmental and societal contexts, 
for example, may have a strong influence on the dynamic configuration and 
performance of environmental governance and management system components (Pahl-
Wostl, 2015). Delimiting boundaries in radically open systems is difficult, as external 
structures or boundary conditions form as much as part of the system as the internal 
structure (Juarrero, 2010). Open systems are therefore often modelled as “nearly 
closed”, with boundaries determined by the purpose for describing the system and the 
position of the observer (Cilliers et al., 2013). Ambient dynamics are usually 
represented in simplified form, e.g. as exogeneous sources and sinks (Chu et al., 2003). 
From the perspective of this thesis, context refers to those dynamics (economic, social, 
political, cultural, biophysical) in which the system is embedded and which cannot be 
directly influenced by the system under consideration over the temporal and spatial 
scales of interest (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). 

Complex systems typically consist of multiple, heterogeneous classes of autonomous 
agents and/or other components (Chu et al., 2003; Miller and Page, 2007). This is 
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particularly true of decision-making systems, in which individuals are able to change 
and continually update value preferences (Miller and Page, 2007). Heterogeneous, 
inter-connected, over-lapping components safe-guard continued functionality in 
complex systems by provision of multi-layered redundancies (Makridakis and Taleb, 
2009a; Taleb, 2012). Traditional social science tools, emphasising average behaviour 
as representative of the whole may therefore be incomplete or even misleading (Miller 
and Page, 2007; Renn et al., 2011; Snowden and Boone, 2007; Taleb, 2012). The same 
individual agents may also exhibit a range of behaviours or preferences depending on 
the context in which decisions or choices are presented (Reichel et al., 2004). Even 
other types of system components – e.g. biophysical entities, such as a particular forest 
or wetland, or institutions – may play multiple roles in the same system, and fulfil a 
variety of other functions within and across boundaries, which remain unaccounted for 
in any given model depending on its purpose and characterisation but which 
nevertheless may shape system dynamics (Chu et al., 2003). Chu et al. (2003) call this 
property “contextuality,” and describe it as a major source of unforeseen side effects of 
management interventions in radically open systems.  

Complex systems embody their histories. Past policies are integrated into present 
behaviour as the system evolves, yielding irreversible consequences (Cilliers et al., 
2013; Grubler et al., 2015; Snowden and Boone, 2007; Sterman, 2000). Path-dependent 
feedback dynamics constrain the evolutionary trajectories of complex systems to a 
subset of all possible futures (Juarrero, 2010). Feedback loops can also create inertia 
and rigidity, making it difficult for the system, or its components, to adapt to radically 
new paradigms (Sterman, 2000). Such “lock-in” dynamics leave the system sensitive 
to random shocks and abrupt changes in the external environment, which can unlock 
path-dependent structures from current paths, creating windows of opportunity to shift 
systems far from historical equilibrium points and into emergent domains (Miller and 
Page, 2007; Sterman, 2000). In terms of environmental governance and management 
systems, path-dependent dynamics in the external system context – e.g. a country’s 
economic or institutional development, or the specific arrangement of the wider 
political system – may prevent the realisation of certain governance/management 
configurations (Pahl-Wostl, 2015) resulting in poor institutional fit between persistent 
decision-making structures (e.g. conventional hierarchies) and a changing social-
ecological system (Epstein et al., 2015).  

Complex systems are not centrally, deterministically steered (Kurtz and Snowden, 
2003). Rather, in response to evolving system structures and dominant feedbacks, 
individual agents continuously adapt in order to pursue their various goals (Chu et al., 
2003). These adaptations can lead to changes in rules and thus to emergent behaviour, 
a hallmark of complex systems (Innes and Booher, 1999; Miller and Page, 2007). 
Emergence refers to higher-level phenomena, which unexpectedly arise and become 
apparent as a result of the evolving dynamic interactions between lower-level 
components and/or due to their interactions with the external environment (Cilliers et 
al., 2013; Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; Miller and Page, 2007). In simple terms then, 
emergence is the process by which “the whole becomes greater than the sum of parts”. 
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As such, emergent phenomena are irreducible to their component parts, and risk being 
ignored or missed if components are studied in isolation from each other (Cilliers et al., 
2013; Juarrero, 2010). Emergent dynamics are precipitated by path-dependent 
constraints (Juarrero, 2010). As they are primarily the result of multiple, complex 
reinforcing feedback loops, emergent phenomena are not typically consciously directed 
or designed, and are generally only retroactively explicable (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; 
Miller and Page, 2007). This thesis focuses on understanding how sustainable 
environmental governance and management arrangements emerge from the historical 
constraints of incumbent arrangements and of the contexts in which they are situated. 

2.2. Integrated	and	Adaptive	Governance	and	Management	

The challenge of complexity has stimulated theoretical development in the sustainable 
environmental governance and management discourse during recent decades 
(Armitage, 2005; Chaffin et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2003; Folke et al., 2005; Garmestani 
and Benson, 2013; Gregory et al., 2006; Olsson et al., 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Rist et 
al., 2012; Walters, 2007; Williams and Brown, 2014), where efforts have been made to 
develop common principles and necessary criteria for sustainable governance and 
management of social–ecological systems (e.g. Huntjens et al., 2012; Ostrom and Cox, 
2010; Rijke et al., 2012). Many of these efforts are heavily influenced by theories from 
complex systems science (e.g. Halbe et al., 2013; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2012). Most factors 
identified by such studies are underscored by twin, inter-related mind-sets relating to 
structural and behavioural aspects of complexity (Koontz et al., 2015), which this thesis 
will refer to as the pluralist and learning-oriented mind-sets. The pluralist mind-set 
underpins integrative approaches, by: 1) acknowledging the inherent structural 
complexity of multi-dimensional, radically open, strongly interconnected, self-
organising social-ecological systems across multiple spatial and temporal scales; 2) 
recognising an inherent value in multiplicity, e.g. provision of institutional redundancy 
(Chaffin et al., 2014; Dietz et al., 2003; Renn et al., 2011), as well as acknowledging 
the strongly contextual nature of social-ecological system components (Chu et al., 
2003; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2012) and therefore acknowledging the simultaneous validity 
of multiple worldviews and value preferences amongst heterogeneous sets of 
boundedly rational actors and stakeholders (de Graaf, 2015; Díaz et al., 2018; Martín-
López et al., 2014); and 3) facilitating appreciation of the multiple kinds of knowledge 
and ways of knowing (Buuren, 2009; Cook and Brown, 1999) associated with social-
ecological systems, and the need to integrate different types and sources of knowledge 
across a variety of spatial and temporal scales (Becker, 2003; Raymond et al., 2010). 
The learning-oriented mind-set underscores adaptive approaches by: 1) acknowledging 
the inherent complexity and irreducible uncertainty associated with complex social-
ecological systems, and hence their ultimate “unknowability”, or at least the 
equifinality of potential models of understanding (e.g. Beven, 2009) and suitable 
governance and management arrangements (Bodin et al., 2016); 2) recognising the 
inherent dynamism of such systems, with uncertainties that seem to grow over time 
(Folke et al., 2005); and therefore 3) recognising the need to continuously update 
knowledge regarding behaviour and to continuously integrate updated knowledge into 
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decision-making structures (e.g. Allen et al., 2011; Holling, 1978; Walters and Hilborn, 
1978). Although both mind-sets rely on acknowledgement of inherent complexity and 
knowledge, pluralism focuses on the “structural multiplicity” aspect of complexity and 
how it effects decision-making processes, whilst learning focuses on the implications 
of complexity for understanding. 

Acknowledgement of the structural complexity of social-ecological systems, and the 
governance and management systems within them, includes recognising the legitimate 
involvement of multiples of heterogeneous decision-makers, policies and instruments, 
located across multiple sectors. These heterogeneous components organise and 
distribute power through a variety of hybridised polycentric structures, mixing 
hierarchies, markets and networks (MA, 2005; Macleod et al., 2007; Schröder, 2018). 
Polycentricity connotes multiple centres of decision-making at multiple scales, which 
although formally independent of each other (e.g. territorially, particular issues) often 
feature multiple, overlapping jurisdictions and therefore constitute an interdependent 
system (Garmestani and Benson, 2013; Ostrom et al., 1961; Schröder, 2018). 
Polycentric governance and management arrangements – comprising interconnected, 
heterogeneous nodes of power and authority – are claimed to better reflect the structural 
complexity of social-ecological systems (Koontz et al., 2015; Ostrom, 2010), support 
decentralisation and participatory norms, and provide and account for institutional 
redundancy (Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). Integrative responses to problems of 
structural complexity focus on improving the systemic coordination of disparate cross-
sectoral and multi-level system components, such as actor/stakeholder groups (e.g. 
scientists, users, managers, planners, policy makers), policy instruments and different 
kinds of knowledge. Coordination is achieved by establishing and strengthening 
flexible links between polycentric nodes, to balance top-down and bottom-up 
influences (Olsson et al., 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). In this respect, leadership is 
identified as a crucial factor for successful integration (Olsson et al., 2007). Linking 
efforts may also include the establishment of bridging organisations – or other formal 
and informal arenas and institutions – and/or the provision of other social mechanisms 
for combining multiple types of knowledge, for building and maintaining moral, 
political, and legal support, and for sourcing and combining diverse sets of public and 
private financial instruments (Olsson et al., 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). In addition to 
better addressing the interests of stakeholders, an integrated approach to natural 
resource management is said to enhance synergies and reduce trade-offs between social 
equity, economic efficiency and ecological security at multiple scales (Hammer et al., 
2011; Macleod et al., 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2015; WSSD, 2002), as well as strengthening 
the influence of local and national institutions by nesting them within regional and 
global institutions (Folke et al 2005). 

Adaptation refers to a process of changing in response to altered circumstances. In 
terms of complex adaptive systems, it refers to a system’s ability to perform well in 
uncertain environments and even during periods of abrupt change, by reconfiguring 
components in response to change without significant declines in crucial functions 
(Chaffin et al., 2014; Folke et al., 2005; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). As such adaptability implies 
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a flexible, emergent behavioural response to the inherent unpredictability and 
dynamism of social-ecological systems (Chaffin et al., 2014; Gregory et al., 2006; Rist 
et al., 2012; Williams and Brown, 2014). An adaptive approach to environmental 
governance and management describes context-dependent decision processes relying 
on heuristics, “patterns of practice” and diverse previous experiences to respond to 
constantly changing situations, by continuously incorporating new insights and 
developments in the wider system (Lane and Hamann, 2003; Pahl-Wostl, 2015; Smith 
et al., 2007). First established within natural resource management in the late 1970s 
(Holling, 1978; Walters and Hilborn, 1978), adaptive management refers to a 
systematic process for improving management policy and practice by learning from 
previous outcomes, allowing decisions and action to be based on experience and 
engendering a culture of continuous improvement by evaluation (Pahl-Wostl, 2007b; 
Smith et al., 2007). Adaptive management is often split into active and passive forms, 
with the former characterized by multiple hypotheses and active experimentation, 
whereas the latter primarily relies on interpretation of best available data and 
monitoring regimes (Rist et al., 2012). Adaptive governance addresses the range of 
interactions between actors, networks, organisations, and institutions, which arise from 
management interventions in social-ecological systems (Chaffin et al., 2014; Folke et 
al., 2005). Adaptive governance and management focus on the development of 
structured, iterative process where collaborative experimentation and reflexive learning 
about system dynamics and behaviour are explicit aims (Gregory et al., 2006; Olsson 
et al., 2006; Rist et al., 2012; Walters, 2007). Adaptive approaches view governance 
and management arrangements as providers of opportunities to update and adjust 
current understanding amid constantly changing circumstances, rather than as instances 
for centralised control (Folke et al., 2005; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). While adaptive 
governance and management are often seen as mutually constitutive concepts, with 
rules evolving from feedbacks originating in the wider social-ecological context 
(Chaffin et al., 2014), Garmestani and Benson (2013) point out that adaptive 
management can also take place within conventional governance frameworks. 

The iterative cycles of collaborative learning and innovation propagated by an adaptive 
approach result in new knowledge. The (re)integration of this and other knowledge 
through the establishment of multi-loop learning cycles (Argyris and Schön, 1978; 
Flood and Romm, 1996; Romme and van Witteloostuijn, 1999; Swieringa and 
Wierdsma, 1992) is a key normative factor for sustainable environmental governance 
and management systems (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Pahl-Wostl (2015) relates multi-loop 
learning to the concept of interpretation space, i.e. the degree of freedom with which 
actors are able to interpret and challenge existing structures and norms. Single-loop 
learning is strongly constrained by prevailing frames of understanding and as such is 
associated with a narrow interpretation space. Double-loop learning occurs when 
governance/management outcomes influence the frames through which actors perceive 
and relate to problem situations. Collaborative learning and innovation platforms use 
experimental approaches and loopholes to overcome dominant institutional and 
regulatory constraints, broadening the interpretation space. Double-loop learning leads 
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to the development of new institutions parallel to existing frames, weakening the 
structural influence of the latter on agents, who use this freedom to diversify and 
expand. Triple-loop learning occurs when outcomes lead to change in the institutions 
underlying the broader system context, which fundamentally shapes how problem 
situations are perceived and how solutions are conceived. Multi-loop learning is 
facilitated by integrative, cross-scale measures to develop links between arenas of 
formal and informal learning to arenas for institutional design and policy 
implementation, and also by intentionally (re)designing policy interventions to 
incorporate learning and iterative improvement (Daily et al., 2011; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). 
Polycentric systems are useful, in this respect, to promote multiple pathways for 
knowledge feedbacks to shape emerging governance and management (Garmestani and 
Benson, 2013; Ostrom, 2010). 

Apart from the new knowledge delivered through adaptive interventions, integrated 
approaches are required to usefully combine the multiple kinds of knowledge – e.g. 
theoretical, operational, traditional, political, bureaucratic – relevant to social-
ecological systems governance and management (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1990; Kuhn, 
1962; Polanyi, 1966, 1958; Raymond et al., 2010). Integrated knowledge approaches 
connect across traditional academic disciplinary boundaries – particularly between 
social and natural sciences – as well as integrating non-academic knowledge from a 
broad spectrum of stakeholders (Macleod et al., 2007; Ness et al., 2010; Turner et al., 
2000). Of particular importance is the integration of tacit dimensions of knowledge, 
e.g. concerning the values, meanings, and experiences of practitioners in the field, 
which are otherwise typically absent in conventional, top-down, technocratic 
approaches to environmental governance and management (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 
1995; Lane and Hamann, 2003). Whilst explicit, formal types of knowledge usually 
underpin theoretical understanding of social-ecological systems, practical ways of 
implementing decisions are typically underscored by tacit, informal forms of 
knowledge (Lane and Hamann, 2003). Both explicit and tacit knowledge are required 
to understand opportunities and constraints of decision-making (Becker, 2003; Jahn et 
al., 2012; Popa et al., 2015).  

However, fundamental differences in the world views and epistemological beliefs of 
practitioners and experts, and in their access to institutional power or control of 
resources present important challenges to successful knowledge integration (Raymond 
et al., 2010). Rather than seeking to manage conflicting values or preferences through 
trade-offs or utilitarian optimisation, integrated approaches embrace value diversity and 
focus on identifying “win-win” alternatives by adopting a shared nexus perspective 
(Pahl-Wostl, 2015), as opposed to mutual exclusivity. Such approaches develop active, 
iterative, flexible, cross-scale mechanisms and networks – e.g. communities of practice 
(e.g. Kimble and Hildreth, 2005; Lave and Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2010) – linking 
organisations. Such participatory mechanisms facilitate repeated interactions of 
information exchange, communication, and deliberation in support of social learning 
and to negotiate the multiple, changing views and beliefs held by participants 
(Garmestani and Benson, 2013; Koontz et al., 2015; Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Raymond et al., 
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2010). The open availability of information for sharing within these networks is an 
important aspect facilitating integration (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Along with networks, 
policy entrepreneurs are identified as useful integrative agents to coordinate 
collaborations, identify windows of opportunity, common pathways and nexus 
strategies, and manage forward momentum (Deegan, 2009; Olsson et al., 2014).  

2.3. Limitations	of	complex	systems	approaches	

Complex systems approaches primarily rely on simplification through modelling 
(Beven, 2009; Chu et al., 2003; Cilliers et al., 2013; Sterman, 2000). Modelling 
provides a means to understand complex phenomena in context and from the 
perspective of participants (Rouwette et al., 2011), by focusing on particular aspects of 
them (i.e. systems of interest), in accordance with problem definitions, research 
programmes and other interests (Chu et al., 2003). Simplification processes necessarily 
lead to the aggregation of layers of detail, especially at the micro-level (Richardson, 
2004), and thereby limit the roles of component elements to those falling within a subset 
relevant to the system of interest, despite many other overlapping models remaining 
possible (e.g. Beven, 2009). The modelling process therefore frequently leads to the 
omission or distortion of contextuality. Much of the debate within complex systems 
science therefore regards the manner in, and degree to, which radically open, highly 
contextual systems can be usefully simplified given the difficulty in delimiting an 
appropriate system boundary. Snowden & Boone (2007), amongst others, warn that 
complex system behaviour emerges from myriad micro-level interactions, which for 
this reason cannot be ignored or easily simplified but at the same are neither fully 
knowable nor reproducible. Forecasting in such systems is inherently unreliable given 
continuous change in external conditions and environments, as well as in the mutual 
constraints that agents exert over system variables and vice versa (Juarrero, 2010; 
Snowden and Boone, 2007). While Allen et al. (2014) argue that, despite these 
concerns, complex systems remain nevertheless amenable to simplification, Cilliers et 
al. (2013) and Chu et al. (2003) suggest that simplification is simply unavoidable, as 
complexity can only be known through models and these are essentially closed.  

Models are therefore pragmatic constructions, where trade-offs are continuously made 
between precision and communicability. The systems modelling challenge lies thus in 
achieving a useful balance between reflecting actual complexity and promoting 
comprehensibility (Beven, 2009; Quade, 1981; Sterman, 2000). For this reason, Cilliers 
et al. (2013) warn against drawing precise conclusions about system behaviour or 
structure. However, given that complex systems tend to be self-similar across multiple 
levels of organisation (Juarrero, 2010), it remains possible to recognise behavioural and 
structural heuristics and trends from narrative patterns describing system function 
(Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; Reichel et al., 2004). Analysis of self-similar structures and 
behaviours may improve understanding regarding potential equivalence classes 
amongst complex adaptive systems, which is a key scientific question (Miller and Page, 
2007). The present study, for example, examines aggregate patterns among major 
dynamics observed across multiple case studies, using narrative descriptions from each 
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case to contextualise these patterns. By contextualising aggregated results with 
heterogeneous interview response data, this thesis has sought to balance the 
homogenising influence of aggregation processes intrinsic to modelling. However, 
users of qualitative models, such as those presented in this thesis, must remain aware 
that within aggregated variables (especially decision-related variables), there may exist 
a range of individual preferences and potential responses. 

2.4. Limitations	of	integrated	and	adaptive	approaches	

Despite their popularity and the large body of theoretical work underlying them, 
integrative and adaptive governance and management approaches have been criticised 
as conceptually ambiguous and vague (Koontz et al., 2015; Rijke et al., 2012), and for 
lacking sufficiently well-understood criteria for determining under which 
circumstances they might be appropriate (Gregory et al., 2006; Rist et al., 2012). For 
example, reliance on participatory mechanisms and the interdependent coordination of 
polycentric decision structures – together with the lack of instruments to deal with 
unanticipated, large-scale system disruptions – casts doubt on the suitability of these 
approaches for addressing large-scale environmental problems or acute, time-critical 
crises (Folke et al., 2005; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). The dynamic complexity and 
within-scale heterogeneity of social-ecological systems makes governance and 
management contexts difficult to precisely discern, creating uncertainty regarding the 
effectiveness of specific strategies (Lemos and Agrawal, 2006; Rijke et al., 2012) and 
potentially implying a need for context-specific sequencing of implementation steps 
(Smith et al., 2007). Other difficulties include temporal mismatches between social-
ecological systems dynamics, often involving long delays, and the short planning and 
decision horizons within which many decision-makers operate (Gregory et al., 2006; 
Rist et al., 2012). Moreover, organisational change and the employment of participatory 
mechanisms is often expensive (Garmestani and Benson, 2013), with costs and benefits 
of investments in integration and adaptive learning are unevenly distributed across 
different generations (Rist et al., 2012).  

While the integration of multi-loop learning cycles is a central pillar of integrated and 
adaptive approaches, several authors raise questions regarding the cross-scale 
integration of learning and innovations into formal policy practices. Raymond et al. 
(2010) identify a number of ontological, epistemological and implementation problems 
associated with knowledge integration, and in particular highlight the potential for 
confusion and for making decisions based on fundamental misunderstandings resulting 
from failed integration of many different forms of knowledge. Tosey et al. (2011) 
criticise the third learning loop concept as too theoretically diverse and loosely 
conceptualised, and question implicit normative assumptions that third-loop learning is 
superior to single-loop and double-loop learning. Importantly, a number of authors 
highlight difficulties in effectively planning or controlling emergent, transformative 
behaviour in truly complex systems (Kurtz and Snowden, 2003; Makridakis and Taleb, 
2009b; Snowden and Boone, 2007; Taleb, 2012; Tosey et al., 2011)  
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Importantly, integrated and adaptive governance and management approaches do not 
replace the accountability of existing hierarchical bureaucracies, but operate within and 
complement them, and multiple powerful negative feedbacks e.g., sunk costs, 
interaction patterns, interdependencies, operate to maintain the status quo (Bäckstrand, 
2004; Folke et al., 2005; Garmestani and Benson, 2013; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006; 
van Bueren and ten Heuvelhof, 2005). The devolution of rights does not automatically 
result in integrative, adaptive processes (Folke et al., 2005), in part because already 
well-situated actors and stakeholders are more able to exercise access and expertise in 
relation to new mechanisms and therefore derive greater benefits from them, and also 
because dominant interests are more interested in the problem-solving ability of new 
instruments rather than in using them to redress unequal power relations (Bäckstrand, 
2004; Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Folke et al., 2005; Lemos and Agrawal, 2006). For these 
reasons, environmental governance and management reforms tend to proceed in an 
incremental fashion (Garmestani and Benson, 2013; van Bueren and ten Heuvelhof, 
2005). 
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3. Methodology	

3.1. Case	studies	at	multiple	scales	and	in	diverse	contexts	

The papers in this thesis adopt a methodology based on a complex systems approach, 
incorporating both conceptual modelling and other qualitative methods to collect and 
analyse data. Whilst Paper 1 relied on a comprehensive assessment of existing 
knowledge in the scientific literature and grey literature to diagnose the current state of 
the science regarding drivers of change in biodiversity and NCP, Papers 2-5 applied a 
case study approach to examine several types of environmental management – 
landscape restoration, wetlands and water management – and the governance contexts 
within which they are embedded. Case study research provides an appropriate and 
essential method to understand the dynamics within both singular and multiple settings 
and in multidisciplinary sciences (Flyvbjerg, 2011, 2006). Such place-based, 
contextualised analyses are important to understand the socio-institutional conditions 
and interdependencies that shape the emergence of sustainable environmental 
governance and management approaches (Armitage, 2005). Specifically, case studies 
provide reliability, validity and a sound concept that helps to understand and test 
hypotheses in tangible circumstances and develop theories (Flyvbjerg, 2006). 
Contrasting multiple case studies supports theory-building by seeking insights and 
logical coherence to explain differences, analyse drivers of success (Kapmeier et al., 
2011). The distinguishing aspect of a case study is that it examines contemporary 
phenomena in their actual context, which is especially important when the delimitation 
between phenomena and surrounding context are imperceptible (Yin, 1981), e.g. in 
radically open systems.  

The case studies examined in this thesis (Fig. 2) include: 

• Paper 2: nine Swedish municipalities, located along a rural–urban gradient in 
the counties Dalarna, Örebro and Västmanland in southern-central Sweden. 
Counties were selected to mirror the Swedish rural-urban gradient, with 
municipalities of different population size and density. 

• Paper 3: three landscape restoration initiative in Sweden selected to represent 
different restoration types – forest, wetlands, and riverine – and a gradient of 
project scales –national, regional, and local.  

• Paper 4: three wetlands sustainability initiatives, selected to represent a 
spectrum of objectives, namely bog restoration, habitat conservation, and wild 
foods. Case study activities occurred primarily at regional and local scales, 
although some (e.g. communication, sales) occurred at national scale.  
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Figure	2.	The	study	areas	of	the	papers	included	in	this	thesis.	A:	Paper	1	focused	on	direct	and	indirect	
drivers	of	biodiversity	loss	and	loss	of	nature’s	contributions	to	people	across	Europe	and	Central	Asia.	B:	
Papers	 2,	 3	 &	 5	 studied	 a	 variety	 of	 cases	 within	 Sweden,	 whereas	 C:	 Paper	 4	 studied	 wetlands	
sustainability	initiatives	in	Belarus.	(Maps:	Marika	Wennbom)		
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• Paper 5: one collaborative local water governance initiative, the Oxunda Water 
Collaboration (OWC), selected to represent a well-defined site with a pre-
existing, quality-assured historical record of catchment management. The OWC 
was initiated by six munipalities to manage the Oxunda water sub-catchment, 
on the northern border of Stockholm county, Sweden. The catchment lets out to 
lake Mälaren, where drinking water for 500,000 people is withdrawn. Thus, 
whilst operational management focus occurred at the local scale, strategic 
decisions concerned the regional scale. 

3.2. Data	collection	

Paper 1 relied on a broad-ranging and systematic assessment (IPBES, 2018) conducted 
by a large team of scientific experts representing the current state of knowledge 
regarding drivers of change in biodiversity and NCP, including land use change. The 
review used specific key word searches in English, Russian and Ukrainian, to assimilate 
a wide range of primary information sources, including map archives, databases, peer-
reviewed academic literature, “grey” literature (e.g. governmental reports) and 
knowledge from stakeholders, including indigenous peoples and local communities. 
The analysis also used supplementary sources of information, including indicators of 
relevance to the Convention on Biological Diversity, to the Aichi Biodiversity Targets, 
to the Sustainable Development Goals, and to regional biodiversity targets (e.g. the 
IUCN Red List species, UNstats, Sustainable Development Goal indicators, European 
Environment Agency indicators). The literature review formed the basis of expert 
judgements by the author team including the attribution of confidence statements, in 
order to make knowledge gaps visible. 

	 	

	
	
Figure	3.	Paper	4	examines	three	case	studies	representing	a	spectrum	of	objectives	for	
wetlands	sustainability	initiatives	in	Belarus	–	bog	restoration,	habitat	conservation,	and	
wild	foods	production.	(Illustration:	Martin	Holmer)	 
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Table	3.	Papers	2-5	collected	data	via	semi-structured	interviews.	

 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 Paper 5 

Year taken 2013 2016 2016 2014-2015 

Number of 
interviewees 

36 3 3 22 

Types of 
interviewees 

Planners, heads of 
municipalities, 
civil servants, and 
large landowners 

Leaders of 
landscape 
restoration 
initiatives 

Leaders of 
wetlands 
sustainability 
initiatives 

Politicians in the 
steering 
committee, civil 
servants, local 
NGOs, and local 
farmers 

Type of 
interview 

Face-to-face, 
semi-structured, 
open 

Face-to-face, 
semi-structured, 
open 

Face-to-face, 
semi-structured, 
open 

Face-to-face/ 
telephone/email, 
semi-structured, 
open 

Duration 60-120 minutes 90-120 minutes 90-120 minutes 20-90 minutes 

Language English Swedish/ English  Russian Swedish 

Translation - To English prior 
to analysis 

To English prior 
to analysis 

To English post-
analysis 

Digitally 
recorded 

Yes Yes Yes Face-to-face 
interviews 
recorded 

Transcribed 
or not 

Transcribed Transcribed (prior 
to translation) 

Transcribed (prior 
to translation) 

Recorded 
interviews 
transcribed 

 

Individual semi-structured interviews were conducted with key respondents in Papers 
2-5, using interview manuals of open questions to guide responses towards areas of 
research interest (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009a). Papers 3 & 4 relied on the same 
interview manual, whilst Papers 2 & 5 used interview manuals developed according to 
the specific research aims of those papers. The number of interviewees (Table 3) ranged 
from three (Papers 3 & 4) to twenty-two (Paper 5) and thirty-six (Paper 2), reflecting 
the relative breadth vs depth approach taken in each paper according to its specific 
research aims. Papers 2 & 5, which both investigated collaborative learning efforts, 
conducted interviews across four main stakeholder groups respectively to capture a 
variety of perspectives. Stakeholders interviewed for Paper 2 included municipal 
administrations and county administrative boards to study collaboration between local 
and regional levels, neighbouring municipalities in order to understand the 
collaborative learning potential between public administrations across administrative 
borders, and large landowners as a proxy representation for all private stakeholders in 
municipal planning processes in order to gauge collaboration across the public/private 
divide. Paper 5 interviewed 4 broad stakeholder categories identified as directly 
relevant in Oxunda, including politicians in the steering committee of the OWC, civil 
servants working in different roles and at a variety of levels with water related-issues 
in Oxunda’s municipalities, active members of local NGOs, and local farmers. Papers 
3 & 4, on the other hand, focused solely on the experiences of successful environmental 
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managers in Sweden and Belarus, as sense-makers and situational actors providing a 
key locus of operational and strategic decision-making (Checkland, 1981; Lane and 
Hamann, 2003; White and Fortune, 2009). These individuals had insight across all 
phases of activity, and represented a unique source of three types of knowledge relevant 
for understanding complex systems – theoretical understanding of the system (system 
knowledge), of the opportunities and constraints of decision-making (orientation 
knowledge), and of practical ways of implementing decisions (transformation 
knowledge) (Becker, 2003; Jahn et al., 2012; Popa et al., 2015). 

Interviewees were given full freedom in answering all questions. Each question 
generated follow-up questions to ensure coverage of all areas of interest. Interviews 
were generally conducted face to face, although a few interviews in Paper 5 were 
conducted variously over the telephone and via email conversation. Interviews were 
taken between 2013-2016, most lasting 60-120 minutes (Table 3). Most interviews 
were conducted in interviewees’ native languages, digitally recorded, and later 
transcribed and translated into English.  

For Papers 3 & 4 researchers gathered incidental, supplementary data during field trips 
of respective implementation areas, guided by management and operational 
representatives from each case. Guided field trips – 2-4 hour duration – occurred 
subsequent to interviews, enabling clarifying discussions relating to the history of study 
areas in question as social-ecological systems, the development trajectory of 
management initiatives, the primary stakeholders involved, core objectives, 
achievements and challenges.  

	

Figure	4.	Visitor	information	boards	for	Hedströmmen	river	restoration	(Paper	3)	(Photo:	
Per	Angelstam).	Project	leader,	Johan	Törnblom,	guided	researchers	through	the	project	
implementation	area	subsequent	to	an	in-depth	interview	to	provide	supplementary	contextual	
data	regarding	e.g.	communication	strategies	for	visitors. 
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roup modelling workshops using conceptual system dynamics and participatory 
systems modelling techniques (Andersen and Richardson, 1994; Hovmand et al., 2013; 
Rouwette et al., 2002, 2011; Vennix, 1995) were conducted for Papers 1-4. Experts 
(Paper 1) and interviewees (Papers 2-4) participated actively in these workshops, 
discussing causal structures and dynamics of their respective systems of interest. 
Workshops were convened subsequent to initial data collection (i.e. literature review, 
interviews, field trips). Workshop participants were first introduced to conceptual 
systems dynamics and causal loop diagram (CLD) notation before researchers 
presented provisional CLDs based on literature/interview data in a methodical link-by-
link process. It was stressed that CLDs at this stage represented only the researchers’ 
understanding of the initial data, pending participant review. Workshops then 
developed these models during a series of focused discussions relating to specific 
questions arising from the initial datasets. For Paper 1, workshops occurred subsequent 
to initial literature review processes. Modelling exercises during these workshops were 
primarily used as communication and structuring devices for continued work amongst 
assessment co-authors/experts. For Papers 2-4, workshops used interview data to 
identify initial concepts and dynamics common amongst responses and to transform 
these into visualized cause-and-effect connections in terms of building preliminary 
CLDs. Workshops had three primary aims: 1) to expose participants’ mental models to 
open, critical deliberation amongst peers, thus eliciting additional data and/or context, 
2) to provide an additional data layer obtained by a different elicitation method, to better 
triangulate results and mediate potential biases, and thereby 3) to assess, refine and/or 
validate causal structures identified from pre-workshop datasets or those developed 
during previous workshops.  

	
	

	Figure	5.	Group	modelling	workshops	using	conceptual	system	dynamics	were	conducted	for	
Papers	1-4	(Photo:	Marine	Elbakidze). 
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During workshops for Papers 1 & 4, participants spoke both Russian and English, with 
simultaneous translation between languages to ensure thorough understanding (Table 
4). Participants spoke Swedish during workshops for Papers 2 & 3, with data later 
translated into English. Data obtained during workshops was subsequently integrated 
with interview data in an iterative conceptual aggregation process, prior to being sent 
to participants for additional review and validation. 

Table	4.	Papers	1-4	collected	data	using	group	modelling	workshops.	

 Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 

Year workshops 
conducted 

2018 2013 2016 2016 

Number of 
workshops 

2 1 2 2 

Duration of 
workshops 

#1: 2 days 

#2: 3 days 

8 hours #1: 4 hours 

#2: 6 hours 

#1: 4 hours 

#2: 8 hours 

Language English/ Russian Swedish Swedish Russian/ English 

Number of 
participants 

#1: 10 

#2: 18 

11 #1: 3 

#2: 2 

#1: 9 

#2: 4 

 

3.3. Data	analysis	

Papers 1-4 used qualitative systems modelling methods (Coyle, 2001; Eden, 2004; 
Reichel et al., 2004), using CLDs (see Box 1), to map causal structures underlying 
environmental governance and management dynamics in a variety of cases. These 
methods are primarily derived from the field of systems dynamics, which was originally 
developed as a method for exploring the behaviour of industrial systems as a result of 
interlinked positive and negative feedback loops (Forrester, 1961). System dynamics is 
a commonly used method to provide insight into situations characterised by dynamic 
complexity and non-linearity (Kapmeier et al., 2011; Orrell and McSharry, 2009; 
Sterman, 2000, p. 39), and given its focus on identifying short- and long-term feedback 
dynamics is particularly suited to modelling sustainability issues (Stave, 2010). CLDs 
are widely used for modelling complex systems – intuitively representing essential 
system components, relationships and their dynamics (Liu et al., 2008). CLDs provide 
a concise format for describing complex interconnected system structures and 
behavioural directionality, and are useful to integrate knowledge across traditional 
disciplines (e.g. natural and social sciences), and to assess feedbacks in social-
ecological systems (Bureš, 2017; Lade et al., 2015a). In addition to providing a robust 
tool for describing and analysing complex system dynamics, CLDs also serve as 
effective communications devices to build common understanding regarding complex 
system structures and behaviours among researchers and stakeholders (Coyle, 2001; 
Sterman, 2000; Wolstenholme, 2003).  

Papers 1-4 generated CLDs from the data using an inductive open-coding method (e.g. 
Scholz et al., 2015). Open-coding in this case refers to an iterative, data-steered process 
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of breaking down, investigating, comparing, meaning-making, and categorising data 
(Corbin and Strauss, 2008). This process provides the basis for the identification, 
description and qualitative analysis of the causal relationships between identified codes 
and the context and consequences surrounding them (Bryman, 2004; Corbin and 
Strauss, 2008; Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009a). This open coding method therefore 
played a key role in the iterative aggregation process, by which large numbers of causal 
relationships identified from interview or literature review data were condensed into 
themes surrounding environmental governance and management. Following Scholz et 
al (2015), initial causal data for Papers 3 & 4 was thematically aggregated per case 
study, as an elicitation of environmental managers’ mental models, prior to group 
modelling. These model structures were then aggregated across the three case studies 
(i.e. in respective papers), and integrated with group modelling-derived data. Analysis 
of final CLDs was supported by qualitative assessment of contextual data (e.g. 
interview quotes) and focused on identifying and understanding the systemic 
implications of key feedback loops and strategic variables located within enabling and 
constraining pathways for sustainable environmental governance and management 
behaviours. 

Paper 5 relied on a similar open coding method. Following Gillham (2005), interview 
transcripts were condensed, interpreted and categorised into themes and sub-themes by 
the same researcher that conducted the interviews. Following the method of condensed 
meaning described by Kvale and Brinkmann (2009b), interview responses were 
compared side by side according to identified themes and sub-themes. 

BOX 1: CLDs use arrows to indicate direct causal relationships between independent 
and dependent variables. These relationships can either be in the same direction, 
represented by a positive (+) sign, or in the opposing direction, represented by a 
negative (-) sign. Thus, if independent variable A (e.g. Financial resources available 
to initiative) connects to dependent variable B (e.g. Activity rate) by an arrow with a 
positive (+) sign, the underlying logic of the CLD is that an increase (decrease) in A's 
behaviour will lead to an increase (decrease) in B's behaviour. If the arrow connecting 
A to B is accompanied by a negative (-) sign then the CLD indicates that an increase 
(decrease) in A will lead to a decrease (increase) in B. An increase in Costs will 
therefore lead to a decrease in Financial resources, while a decrease in Costs will lead 
to an increase in available Financial resources relative to a baseline of no-change in 
Costs. 
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All papers adopted various methods to mitigate bias during the coding and aggregation 
processes. For example, all papers included at least one iterative review step whereby 
interviewees/experts were invited to critically review collected – and/or partly analysed 
– data in order to limit experimenter bias (Scholz et al., 2015). Papers 1-4 included 
iterative steps of participant verification concerning CLDs as they were being 
developed, whereas in Paper 5 selected parts of interview transcripts were sent to 
interviewees for review. In addition, Papers 3 & 4 used two systems analysts to 
independently assess raw interview datasets for key causal structures as a verification 
process, by assessing the intersubjective comparability of the two independent analyses 
(e.g. Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009b). Independently generated model structures were then 
compared, discussed and harmonised prior to assessing the fit between cases.  

Table	5.	Overview	of	data	collection	and	analysis	methods	applied	in	multiple	case	studies.	

  Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 Paper 4 Paper 5 

Case study approach      

Conceptual modelling approach      

D
at

a 
co

lle
ct

io
n 

Comprehensive assessment of 

existing knowledge 

     

Semi-structured interviews      

Guided Field Trips      

Group modelling workshops      

D
at

a 
an

al
ys

is 

Open coding      

Causal Loop Diagrams      

Iterative conceptual aggregation      

Qualitative systems analysis      
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4. Results	and	Discussion	

4.1. Environmental	governance	and	management	regimes	in	

various	contexts	in	Europe	–	emergent	sustainable	systems?	

(Objective	A)	

This section begins with a brief summary, in order to answer the objective, before 
providing supporting evidence in the following sub-sections regarding environmental 
governance and management initiatives as sustainable integrative, adaptive systems.  

Overall, the degree to which the studied European environmental governance and 
management regimes could be characterised as emergent sustainable governance and 
management systems was mixed. Landscape restoration initiatives in Sweden (Paper 3) 
and wetlands sustainability initiatives in Belarus (Paper 4) both provided the clearest 
evidence of emergent environmental governance and management systems, e.g. 
regarding the adoption of a social-ecological system perspective, the active 
participation of new actors, integration of multiple values and kinds of knowledge, and 
iterative cycles of learning and innovation. The remaining studies, on balance, indicated 
the persistence of conventional governance and management arrangements, although 
each study identified some aspects of sustainable approaches. For example, whilst 
emergent de-intensification trends were identified in both agriculture (e.g. organic 

	

Figure	6.	An	overview	of	the	key	drivers	and	systemic	interconnections	dominating	agricultural	
land-use	change	in	Europe	and	Central	Asia	(Paper	1).	The	specific	ensemble	of	 land	uses	and	
agricultural	practices	employed	on	a	given	farm	are	largely	the	aggregate	of	a	set	of	decisions	
made	by	the	agricultural	agent,	which	in	turn	are	shaped	by	the	economic	and	socio-cultural	
viability	 of	 farming	 in	 the	 region,	 the	 availability	 of	 technological	 inputs,	 as	 well	 as	 the	
institutional	frame	in	which	agriculture	is	situated.	
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production) and forestry (e.g. sustainable forest management, restoration, multi-
functional forestry), the most dominant land use change trends in agricultural and 
forestry production in Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1) concerned continued 
intensification. Despite some growth in protected area development, the protection 
status of some protected areas was increasingly under threat in some Eastern European 
countries (Paper 1). At the local governance level, case studies of municipal strategic 
spatial planning in Sweden (Paper 2) failed to demonstrate strong evidence of 
integrative or adaptive learning processes. Although different groups of stakeholders 
participated in planning to some degree, and interviewees showed wide recognition of 
participation as a key factor for planning, most participation remained at the lower 
levels of information or consultation without power being shared. Nor was there any 
evidence of intentions to establish platforms for deliberation. The local water 
governance case study (Paper 5), showed mixed results in terms of adopting integrated 
and collaborative learning and knowledge practices, and little or no evidence of the 
adoption of a systems perspective despite widespread recognition of an inherently 
complex and fundamentally uncertain water catchment system. Taken together, 
supporting Garmestani and Benson (2013), these results appear to indicate the 
emergence of sustainable approaches at the environmental management level, albeit 
within persistent, conventional environmental governance arrangements at higher 
levels.  

4.1.1. Structurally	complex	systems	

European environmental governance and management arrangements are clearly 
situated within structurally complex, highly interconnected, multi-sectoral systems 
with rich feedback structures (Papers 1-4). Across all studies, sustainable 
environmental governance and management initiatives were embedded in inter-related 
causal structures composed of multiple institutional, economic, technological, 
demographic, socio-cultural and biophysical drivers (Fig. 6). Successful sustainability 
initiatives in Sweden and Belarus (Papers 3 & 4) were shown to be comprised of 
interconnected systems of several core processes – viz. planning, support, inputs, 
implementation, and learning & knowledge (Figs. 7 & 8). All studied systems exhibited 
temporal complexity, comprising both short- and long-term dynamics (Papers 1-4). 
Agricultural management systems in Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1), for example, 
were heavily impacted by short-term economic factors such as availability of credit, 
commodity prices and various types of subsidies, but also by longer-term dynamics 
concerning cultural traditions, public awareness regarding human health and 
environment, and demographic trends such as rural outmigration. Most case study 
respondents (Papers 2-5) recognised the complexity and uncertainty of surrounding 
social-ecological contexts as a major challenge to effective environmental governance 
and management. However, only case studies of landscape restoration and wetlands 
sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4) adopted an explictly holistic, “systems 
perspective” for the development of plans and objectives, in order to meet this 
challenge.   
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Figure	 7.	 A	 highly	 aggregated	 overview	 CLD	 synthesising	 the	 core	 governance	 and	management	
dynamics	 of	 successful	 landscape	 restoration	 initiatives	 in	 Sweden	 (Paper	 3),	 involving	 four	 core	
processes	and	three	sets	of	drivers	

	

	

	

	
	

Figure	8.	An	overview	level	CLD,	synthesising	the	core	dynamics	of	wetlands	sustainability	initiatives	
in	Belarus	(Paper	4).	Three	sets	of	drivers	trigger	windows	of	opportunity	and	subsequently	influence	
five	core	management	processes	(in	dashed	box).	Arrows	connecting	directly	to	dashed	box	indicate	
the	influence	of	a	given	driver	on	multiple	processes	within	the	box.	
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Supporting Chu et al. (2003), the multi-dimensional dynamics underlying land use 
change in Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1) highlight the radical openness of 
environmental governance and management systems. Results regarding changes in 
forestry (Paper 1), for example, identify driver dynamics at international, national, 
regional, and local scales, all of which impact the decision processes of individual forest 
managers (Fig. 9). As a major driver of environmental degradation, land use change 
dynamics (Paper 1) have multiple points of connection with other case studies, which 
deal with governance and management responses to environmental degradation 
(Papers 3-5). The radical openness of these systems implies considerable difficulty in 
adequately delimiting boundaries around systems of interest, both as subjects for 
research and decision-making. Despite this, boundaries between context and systems 
of interest in case studies of municipal spatial planning, landscape restoration, and 
wetlands sustainability initiatives (Papers 2-4) were typically delimited by 
interviewees/workshop participants around the scale of primary activity. Where cross-
scale influences were identified (Papers 1, 3 & 4) these were typically perceived to be 
top-down exogenous drivers, e.g. macro-economic dynamics or supra-national legal 
frameworks (Figs. 10 & 11). In the opposite direction, relatively few cross-scale 
connections from lower-level systems of interest to higher-level contexts were 
identified across the studies (Papers 1-4). Those that were identified were explained by 
interviewees as highly generalised feedbacks from environmental outcomes.  

	  

	

Figure	9.	An	overview	of	the	key	drivers	and	systemic	interconnections	leading	to	changes	in	forestry	
in	Europe	and	Central	Asia	(Paper	1).	The	choice	of	forest	management	system	is	influenced	by	a	
broad	set	of	institutional	drivers,	the	availability	of	relevant	knowledge,	regional	forestry	traditions,	
and	considerations	of	economic	viability.		
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Figure	 10.	 The	 financing	 dynamics	 of	wetlands	 sustainability	 initiatives	 in	 Belarus	 (Paper	 4).	 The	
adequacy	of	financial	resources	was	a	key	constraint	to	both	sustainable	outcomes	on	the	ground	and	
the	emergence	of	integrated,	adaptive	environmental	governance	and	management	systems.	Beyond	
seeking	 access	 to	 external	 funding	 opportunities	 from	 a	 diverse	 set	 of	 public	 and	 private	 sources,	
several	of	the	studied	cases	attempted	to	self-finance	environmental	management	initiatives	through	
the	development	of	internal	incomes	streams.	In	the	following	diagrams,	red	variables	and/or	arrows	
indicate	key	concepts	and	causal	relationships	discussed	in	the	text.		

	
	

Figure	 11.	 The	 reflexive	 development	 and	 implementation	 of	 legal	 frameworks	 for	 biodiversity	
protection	 in	 Europe	 and	 Central	 Asia	 (Paper	 1).	 A	 number	 of	 supra-national	 environmental	
institutions	close	key	feedback	loops	for	the	emergence	of	sustainable	environmental	governance	and	
management	systems,	by	linking	and	integrating	the	growing	body	of	scientific	knowledge	regarding	
environmental	 degradation,	 and	 subsequent	 impacts	 on	 NCP,	 back	 to	 national	 frameworks	 and	
management	responses	on	the	ground.	
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Forest management dynamics (Paper 1) showed that biodiversity and NCP losses led 
to the mobilisation of environmental NGOs, who sought to increase public 
environmental awareness. Case studies of landscape restoration initiatives in Sweden 
(Paper 3) identified a similar generalised feedback from internally generated project 
learning to societal awareness of the importance of restoration. The general dearth of 
cross-scale connections and delimitation of boundaries at shifts in scale echoes previous 
findings concerning the predominance of short-range interactions in complex systems 
(e.g. Cilliers et al., 2013; Miller and Page, 2007) and concerning the bounded rationality 
of governance and management actors (e.g. Simon, 1972). It is also possible that the 
oversimplified nature of bottom-up cross-scale connections may indicate the presence 
of knowledge gaps in the scientific literature regarding drivers of biodiversity loss and 
NCP (Paper 1), and/or that the dynamics of institutional and regulatory change are not 
well understood by governance and management actors and stakeholders at lower 
levels. 

4.1.2. Limited	integration		

A wide range of actors and stakeholders were identified at different scales throughout 
the studied environmental governance and management systems (Papers 1-5), 
representing heterogeneous – and often conflicting – sets of value preferences, beliefs, 
objectives and behaviours regarding the social-ecological contexts within which they 
were situated. For example, case studies of wetlands sustainability initiatives in Belarus 
(Paper 4), aside from management team and staff, identified international and national 
research bodies and donor organisations, a variety of national, regional and local 
government authorities, local citizens and other wetland users as important 
stakeholders. In line with Reed (2008), stakeholders were often identified as holders of 
a variety of types of relevant knowledge or other key inputs (Papers 1-5), which 
sustainable governance and management initiatives attempted to integrate into plans 
and activities (Papers 2-5). Municipal spatial planners (Paper 2), for example, 
increasingly recognised the potential utility of including multiple views and values 
from diverse stakeholders – and in particular traditionally marginalised groups, such as 
women, youth, or new Swedes. This indicates a burgeoning “pluralist” mind-set, 
required of integrative approaches, and reflects a growing acceptance of participatory 
environmental governance and management processes as better representations of 
fundamental democratic ideals (Stave, 2010; Stringer et al., 2006). However, where 
conflicts in views and values arose amongst actors and stakeholders, these were often 
articulated in an adversarial way, with conflicting interests and opposing opinions 
treated as fixed (Paper 5). Few, if any, accounts of deliberative conflict resolution were 
observed across case studies (Papers 2-5). 

The development of robust knowledge management mechanisms to aid identification 
and integration of multiple kinds of knowledge is an important factor for integrated, 
adaptive environmental governance and management systems, as is the open sharing of 
knowledge (Abson et al., 2017; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). However, although interviewees 
typically demonstrated an understanding of the value of integrating multiple kinds of 
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knowledge, the degree to which knowledge was integrated varied across case studies 
(Papers 2-5). At the management level (Papers 3 & 4), case studies demonstrated 
multiple examples of the active integration of various kinds of knowledge, including 
tacit/implict knowledge, as well as efforts to include stakeholders who might hold such 
knowledge. The interviewed environmental managers (Papers 3 & 4) were strongly in 
favour of open knowledge sharing, however the degree to which they themselves 
actively participated and the forms by which such knowledge sharing took place varied 
amongst the cases. Only one Swedish landscape restoration case (Paper 3) made efforts 
to formalise internally-generated knowledge so that it could be shared widely, whereas 
the other cases focused on informal, interpersonal sharing processes, e.g. workshops. 
Strict regulatory requirements exerted a strong compulsion on wetlands sustainability 
initiatives in Belarus (Paper 4) to formalise learning into sharable knowledge. 
Communities of practice were institutionalised in local water governance (Paper 5), 
where both explicit and tacit knowledge was shared. However, knowledge processes in 
this case were generally fragmented due to the large number of people working with 
different aspects of water management. Sustainable environmental governance and 
management requires inclusive and transparent processes to translate information into 
validated and legitimised knowledge (e.g. Pahl-Wostl, 2015) and structured, iterative, 
systematic processes of collective critical reflection (Daniels and Walker, 1996; 
Revans, 1983). In the local water governance case study (Paper 5) such processes were 
largely absent. Rather than prioritising knowledge integration, a key focus of the OWC 
was the production of new information and data to guide water management actions, 
which occurred without a clear overview of available information. As a result, 
information – produced primarily by external consultants – accumulated without being 
transformed into group knowledge for practical action among actors responsible for 
implementation.  

The emergence of new modes of governance is related to shifts in the relative power of 
actors to influence decision-making (Ruíz et al., 2011). Two of three landscape 
restoration cases (Paper 3) took place where all degraded land to be restored was owned 
by a single organisation. Power was not shared amongst other stakeholders in these 
cases, although they were generally consulted (Paper 3). Rather, environmental NGO 
experts/visionaries were co-opted into conventional administrative hierarchies with 
collaboration chiefly occurring between actors within hierarchies rather than 
empowering external stakeholders. Stakeholder participation in municipal strategic 
spatial planning processes (Paper 2) was limited, despite respondents expressing a clear 
view that more stakeholders should be actively involved. None of the studied 
municipalities developed or implemented sufficient strategies to improve public 
involvement (Paper 2). Quite the opposite, they applied conventional approaches to 
public involvement, abiding entirely by the letter of the law. With few exceptions, local 
NGOs and other members of civil society were only involved in consultation 
procedures at the final stage of project planning (Paper 2). There was no joint decision-
making with neighbouring municipalities, even regarding planning issues of 
importance across municipal boundaries, e.g. road development (Paper 2). As a result, 
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the legitimacy of comprehensive plans, which lack legally binding status, and their 
ability to steer strategic territorial development remained in doubt. The active 
participation of external stakeholders was similarly restricted in the local water 
governance case study (Paper 5), which found that the technocratic nature of the WFD 
limited the empowerment and engagement of a wide range of stakeholders, especially 
at the grassroots level. In this case, the involvement of stakeholders from outside of 
munipical hierarchies mainly occurred on a pragmatic, ad hoc basis, when they were 
assumed to possess specialised, “expert” knowledge or when management actions 
required collaboration with potential polluters or private owners of land and water 
(Paper 5). 

Many environmental governance and management scholars (e.g. Folke et al., 2005; 
Ostrom, 2010) highlight a need for the redistribution of power from hierarchical 
structures to polycentric, deliberative networks, and particularly from conventional 
state actors to non-state actors. Environmental management case studies in Sweden and 
Belarus (Papers 3 & 4) each included multi-actor collaborations, and showed several 
cases of “new” non-state actors, including environmental NGOs and private sector 
actors, becoming actively engaged in instigating, planning and implementing 
sustainability initiatives. However, although one of these initiatives was an explicitly 
bottom-up collaboration involving several stakeholder organisations in a more or less 
distributed network (Paper 3), the extent to which other case studies could ultimately 
be characterised as emergent polycentric power-sharing arrangements (e.g. Ostrom, 
2010; Schröder, 2018) was less emphatic. Across all studies (Paper 1-5) governance 
and management systems were mainly arranged along the lines of conventional 
administrative hierarchies rather than as overlapping polycentric networks. Where 
shifts in governance and management arrangements occurred across case studies they 
tended to reflect processes of decentralisation within conventional hierarchies to 
expand the role for a wider range of expert stakeholders at lower levels (Papers 2-5), 
rather than integrating and empowering overlapping networks of actors and 
stakeholders. This result appears to suggest the continued prevalence of an 
administrative rationality (sensu Kronsell and Bäckstrand, 2010) as the fundamental 
rationality underlying the studied environmental governance and management systems. 
In the local governance cases (Papers 2 & 5), hierarchies were often expanded at lower 
levels to include a more diverse set of civil servants, consultants and/or other experts 
in working groups. However, politicians retained most or all formal decision-making 
power. In line with Larson & Soto (2008), decentralisation processes in environmental 
management case studies in Sweden and Belarus (Papers 3 & 4) were partly driven by 
the actions of environmental NGOs to open spaces for participation from below. In 
these cases, environmental managers enjoyed some strategic and operational decision-
making power, although they generally remained reliant on the approval of higher-level 
decision-makers to green-light plans and/or facilitate the support of other key actors 
and stakeholders. 
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4.1.3. Constrained	adaptive	learning	cycles	

Sustainable environmental governance and management systems continuously 
integrate the results of structured, iterative processes of collaborative experimentation 
and reflexive learning into experience-based decision processes (Pahl-Wostl, 2007b; 
Rist et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2007). However, the degree to which the studied 
governance and management systems demonstrated such approaches to learning 
differed across studies (Papers 1-5). At the broadest level, the multi-scale dynamics of 
land use change in Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1) failed to demonstrate strong 
evidence of adaptive learning loops. Although knowledge was identified as an 
important driver of sustainable land uses, knowledge drivers were generally restricted 
to the conventional dynamics of formal education, environmental monitoring, and 
research programs for protected area management. These results suggest that – beyond 
perhaps participatory, multi-functional forestry approaches – adaptive learning 
approaches are not well established in the broader patterns of European and Central 
Asian land/ resource governance and management.  

Local governance level case studies found that iterative, collaborative learning cycles 
were largely absent (Papers 2 & 5). Municipal strategic spatial planning and local water 
governance were shown, on balance, to be primarily expert-led technical processes 
oriented towards satisfying legal requirements rather than oriented towards 
collaborative learning among stakeholders in a complex system (Papers 2 & 5). Due to 
the technocratic structure of water governance institutions and objectives, learning 
processes were often dominated by consultant experts, who took learning outcomes 
with them when they left rather than integrating new knowledge into the local water 
governance system (Paper 5). Communication was regulated and controlled by 
municipalities, stakeholder participation was limited, and there were no platforms for 
open deliberation (Paper 2). Learning among different actors and stakeholders appeared 
to be dominated by unidirectional, hierarchical information flows from central and 
regional authorities to municipalities, and from municipalities to local stakeholders 
(Paper 2 & 5). Although inclusive activities for learning among civil servants and 
politicians created common ways of knowing water issues, the active participation of 
political decision-makers, private stakeholders and the general public in learning 
processes was limited (Paper 5). Despite some actors advocating adoption of an 
adaptive management strategy, to explore uncertain initiatives through experimentation 
in order to gain knowledge, few examples of such active experiments were identified 
(Paper 5). These findings suggest that adaptive learning cycles have not been formally 
institutionalised into practice (Rijke et al., 2012).  

Environmental management cases in Sweden and Belarus both indicated the adoption 
of a learning-oriented mind-set within management teams (Papers 3 & 4). These case 
studies showed a clear commitment to the active development of ongoing learning 
cycles, and the integration of new knowledge into management policy development, 
typifying the kinds of adaptive cycles that are central to adaptive governance and 
management approaches (Gregory et al., 2006; Olsson et al., 2006; Walters, 2007). 
Active experimentation was a key, explicit strategy within these management 
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initiatives, either due to the perceived deficiency of existent knowledge or due to the 
acknowledged unattainability of sufficient “perfect” knowledge for decision-making 
(Fig. 12). The studied management initiatives became thus indicative of experimental 
laboratories aimed at investigating social-ecological system responses. In this respect, 
adaptive learning cycles appeared to be adopted primarily as instruments for problem-
solving rather than for ameliorating unequal power relations (Lemos and Agrawal, 
2006), suggesting the continued dominance of an expert-led administrative rationality 
even in these cases. The implementation of active learning and knowledge processes 
was fundamental for closing key reinforcing feedback connections from 
implementation outcomes back to iterative planning, support and implementation 
processes (Papers 3 & 4). Supporting multi-loop learning concepts (e.g. Flood and 
Romm, 1996; Pahl-Wostl, 2009; Romme and van Witteloostuijn, 1999), identified 
learning feedbacks in these case studies led to modified environmental management 
practices and routines (learning-by-doing in its truest sense) and altered the frames 
through which problems and solutions were perceived (e.g. Fig. 12). Learning and 
knowledge feedback loops enabled environmental management actors to overcome 
some existing institutional constraints, and in some few cases influenced the 
development of underlying institutional and regulatory frameworks (Papers 3 & 4). 
Following Pahl-Wostl (2015), the integration of learning and knowledge feedbacks in 
management cases was crucial for legitimising new actors and for creating sufficient 
interpretation space to challenge existing institutional and socio-cultural constraints 
(Papers 3 & 4). As such, integrated adaptive learning cycles appeared to be central to 
the emergence of more sustainable management approaches in these cases (Papers 3 & 
4).  

However, whilst adaptive, systems-oriented learning appeared to have developed as a 
key cultural-cognitive institution within the management teams in the studied landscape 
restoration and wetlands sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4), the adoption of active, 
adaptive learning cycles by other stakeholders appeared more limited and the 
integration of project-derived learning into formal policy – i.e. multi-loop learning in 
the wider SES – remained a challenge. Landscape restoration managers in Sweden 
(Paper 3), for example, largely perceived other stakeholders to be rooted in 
conventional productivity-optimisation mind-sets, negating the nexus perspective 
required to explore cross-sectoral “win-win” options.  

Multi-loop learning is facilitated by integrative, cross-scale links between arenas of 
formal and informal learning (Pahl-Wostl, 2015) and by the multiple pathways for 
knowledge feedbacks created by polycentric networks (Garmestani and Benson, 2013; 
Ostrom, 2010). As shown above, the studied environmental governance and 
management systems were predominantly arranged in conventional hierarchical 
structures rather than as polycentric networks (Papers 2-5) and very few bottom-up 
cross-scale connections were observed across the studies (Papers 1-4). These results 
therefore suggest that the potential for multi-loop learning to facilitate the systemic 
emergence of sustainable environmental governance and management appears 
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constrained, particularly regarding the integration of lower-level learning into formal 
policy development at higher levels. 

4.2. Key	constraints	and	opportunities	for	sustainable	

environmental	governance	and	management	(Objective	B)	

4.2.1. Constraints		

4.2.1.1. Top-down	frameworks	

Practitioners and policy-makers prefer adaptive environmental governance and 
management approaches to be incorporated into existing institutional and regulatory 
frameworks, rather than necessitating the development of new, additional frameworks 
(Rijke et al., 2012). This requires organisational and legal reform (Garmestani & 
Benson, 2013) to integrate knowledge of how sustainable environmental governance 
and management is achieved on the ground. However, this thesis finds little hard 
evidence regarding links in the bottom-to-top direction. Rather, institutional and 
regulatory frameworks across all studies (Papers 1-5) were generally found to be 

	

Figure	 12.	 Learning	 and	 knowledge	 dynamics	 of	 landscape	 restoration	 initiatives	 in	 Sweden	
(Paper	3).	 In	 contrast	to	 local	governance	cases,	 environmental	management	cases	 from	both	
Sweden	and	Belarus	showed	a	clear	commitment	to	the	active	development	of	ongoing	learning	
cycles,	and	the	integration	of	new	knowledge	into	management	policy	development.	Indicative	of	
multi-loop	learning,	initiative-derived	knowledge	was	integrated	at	multiple	levels	via	a	number	
of	 pathways	 (red	 arrows).	 Although	 learning	 outcomes	 were	 found	 to	 influence	 higher	 level	
institutions	 in	 some	 cases,	 these	 pathways	 were	 often	 mediated	 by	 public	 environmental	
awareness.	 Social-ecological	 complexity	 complicated	 learning	 and	 knowledge	 processes,	 by	
obscuring	clear	causal	connections	between	management	efforts	and	outcomes	on	the	ground.	
Knowledge	transfer	was	not	always	prioritised.	
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strongly top-down. Environmental management case study respondents appeared to 
perceive important institutional and regulatory frameworks as exogenous phenomena, 
i.e. located on perceived system boundaries between systems of interest and external 
context (Papers 3 & 4). As such, they were perceived to be largely unreachable from, 
or unresponsive to, available internal mechanisms, and were typically accepted by 
interviewees as the “rules of the game” (Papers 2-4). Whilst, landscape restoration and 
wetlands sustainability case studies (Papers 3 & 4) showed some specific instances of 
when these “rules” were directly challenged, the few identified feedbacks to 
institutional and regulatory frameworks were highly generalised, indicating little direct 
influence or integration of bottom-up initiatives into higher-level governance dynamics 
(Papers 1, 3 & 4).  

Institutional and regulatory frameworks appeared to embody historical administrative 
legacies, which impeded both institutional flexibility and the participatory processes 
necessary for involving new actors, defusing local resistance, and integrating traditional 
and indigenous knowledge (Papers 1-5). Swedish local governance case studies (Papers 
2 & 5), for example, identified that governance initiatives were perceived in the 
majority of cases to be primarily technical exercises, belying a fundamentally 
administrative rationality (Kronsell and Bäckstrand, 2010). Despite explicitly 
encouraging integrative approaches, the heavily top-down technocratic structure of the 
WFD (Paper 5) constrained the empowerment and engagement of stakeholders 
(particularly at the grass roots level) and limited the degree to which locally-derived 
learning could be integrated into formal policy regarding management objectives. The 
WFD’s exclusive focus on biophysical indicators also appeared to preclude the 
adoption of a cross-sectoral nexus perspective – a core element of the integrated 
approach that the WFD seeks to encourage (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). In Belarusian case 
studies, government authorities were perceived to suffer from poor horizontal 
coordination, with responsibilities for wetlands management divided across several 
authorities, often pursuing heterogeneous, conflicting agendas (Paper 4). As a 
consequence, the support of one authority could lead to the opposition of another.  

Top-down governance structures in municipal spatial planning in Sweden reduced both 
the legitimacy of spatial planning processes and the willingness of stakeholders to 
participate in them, and risked increasing ideologically-motivated influences in the 
planning process, which was said to impede the ability of planners to recognise utility 
among stakeholder inputs (Paper 2). Despite these downsides, neither planners nor 
politicians appeared willing or able to divest real decision-making power or economic 
resources to enable stakeholders to participate on more equal terms in the planning 
process (Paper 2). Interestingly, the same case studies also associated the tendency 
towards top-down governance with strong leadership (Paper 2), which was otherwise 
shown to bolster the legitimacy of planning processes. In this respect, these results 
reflect previous findings (e.g. Garmestani and Benson, 2013; van Bueren and ten 
Heuvelhof, 2005) regarding the inability of integrated and adaptive governance and 
management approaches to replace the accountability of existing hierarchical 
bureaucracies, tending instead to operate within and complement them. In line with 
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this, existing formal institutions (e.g. courts) or other top-down procedures (e.g. 
executive decisions) were typically used to resolve environmental management 
conflicts (Papers 3 & 4). In local governance cases, politicians retained most or all 
formal decision-making power and were relied upon to make final decisions regarding 
identified trade-offs.  

4.2.1.2. Availability	of	adequate	inputs	

Inputs referred to a wide variety of financial, material, human, technological and fixed 
capital resources that were required for environmental governance and management 
initiatives. All systems analysis studies identified key balancing feedback loops relating 
to the adequacy of inputs (Papers 1-4). In line with Walters (2007), results across all 
case studies showed that the unavailability of adequate inputs, especially financial 
resources, was a key constraint to both sustainable outcomes on the ground and the 
emergence of integrated, adaptive environmental governance and management systems 
(Papers 2-5). First, insufficient funds directly limited the planning and implementation 
of integrated or adaptive initiatives. For example, availability of municipal spatial 
planning resources was shown to preclude initiatives to expand stakeholder 
participation in the short-term (Paper 2). These dynamics made it likely that planning 
budgets would be exhausted before the utility of participatory efforts manifested 
themselves, potentially deceiving decision-makers into thinking that such efforts had 
been both costly and in vain, and thereby reducing future motivation to invest in 
stakeholder participation. (Paper 2). Second, inadequate inputs constrained the sense 
of forward momentum, threatening the emergence of key reinforcing loops associated 
with activity rates, whereby successful implementation legitimised and empowered 
new actors (Papers 3 & 4). Third, the acquisition of funds represented a vital expression 
of support for project vision and plans, not only allowing implementation but also 
signalling project legitimacy. Inadequate funding success thereby threatened the 
continued ability of initiatives to unlock additional support and inputs (Paper 3). 
Fourth, inadequate funds, in concert with institutional requirements regarding public 
procurement, led to a focus on achieving set objectives at low cost (e.g. Ioris, 2012), 
inducing goal-oriented learning as opposed the process-orientation associated with 
integrated, adaptive environmental governance and management systems (Daniels and 
Walker, 1996; Pahl-Wostl, 2015; Pahl-Wostl et al., 2007; Revans, 1983) (Paper 5). 
Fifth, inadequate funds constrained the procurement of consultants and other 
specialists, which were critical suppliers of knowledge inputs (Papers 3-5).  

However, in respect to constraints related to adequate funds, some results concerning 
landscape restoration initiatives in Sweden (Paper 3) were partly contradictory. 
Findings here suggested that limited access to funds may prove inadvertently 
advantageous for emergent environmental management approaches, by forcing plans 
and implementation processes to focus more clearly on achieving concrete progress in 
smaller steps (below) resulting in fewer unexpected delays (due to reduced complexity) 
and improved project momentum. Thus, in these cases there appeared to be a 
Goldilocks element to project financing, where a slow, steady stream of earmarked 
funds was just right. The specific earmarking of funds was also identified as important 
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for local water governance initiatives (Paper 5) and for agri-environmental management 
measures (Paper 1). In both of these contexts, top-down institutions influenced the 
specific allocation of funds.  

Integrated, adaptive environmental governance and management systems are enabled 
by access to diverse sets of funds (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Environmental management case 
studies in Sweden and Belarus supported this (Papers 3 & 4), but beyond seeking access 
to external funding opportunities several of the studied cases attempted to self-finance 
environmental management initiatives through the development of internal incomes 
streams from, e.g.  nature-based tourism (Papers 1 & 4) and sustainable production-
based activities (Papers 3 & 4) (Fig. 10). Income-generation initiatives were, however, 
in some cases shown to cause a number of problems for environmental management, 
e.g. increasing problems relating to rubbish, fire risk and other sources of disturbance 
(Paper 4), local resistance (Paper 1), and potentially the long-term erosion of the 
institutional basis for protected areas (Paper 1). 

In addition to financial resources, all case studies identified the availability of 
sufficiently competent human resources as a key constraint for the emergence of 
integrated, adaptive environmental governance and management systems (Papers 2-5). 
Although adequacy of human resources varied according to the size of the municipality 
(Paper 2), municipalities often lacked sufficient human resources – in terms of their 
understanding of relevant policies, technical knowledge, and other capacities – to plan 
and execute many tasks required for strategic spatial planning (Paper 2) and local water 
governance (Paper 5). Limited staff resources and lack of time were important 
constraints for collaborative learning and integrative governance initiatives between 
different municipalities (Papers 2 & 5). Bureaucratic administrative exercises, 
demanded by an onerous regulatory system, often required specialised bureaucratic 
knowledge, which consumed human and financial resources (Paper 4). Several 
municipalities involved in water governance (Paper 5) identified a need to recruit 
dedicated personnel to take an overall responsibility for coordination of water issues, 
due to the fragmentation of available knowledge. The availability of fixed capital/ 
technological inputs was identified as an additional constraint for sustainable 
management approaches in Eastern Europe and Central Asia (Papers 1 & 4). This 
constraint was not strongly identified in Swedish case studies, indicating potentially 
context-specific relevance for some regions. 

4.2.1.3. Socio-cultural	influences	

Socio-cultural dynamics are often hidden, ignored, forgotten or otherwise overlooked 
in environmental governance and management practices, and yet play key roles in the 
decision processes of governance actors, environmental/resource managers and other 
stakeholders, e.g. regarding participation (Folke et al., 2005; Meadows, 2010). This 
thesis showed that mind-sets, educational backgrounds, personal interests and 
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identities, belief systems, traditions and cultural legacies were crucial in determining 
the ensembles of practices and activities employed by environmental governance and 
management actors and stakeholders, and thereby the sustainability of environmental 
outcomes (Papers 1-4). For example, in line with previous findings (e.g. Burton et al., 
2008; Kristensen, 2016), socio-cultural attributes and community-related factors (e.g. 
adequacy of knowledge, sense of responsibility for the land, local traditions, cultural 
legacies, sense of community) along with other values related to family and individual 
strategies of farmers/foresters were shown to have an important bearing on choice of 
land management systems in Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1) (Fig. 13).  

Many socio-cultural factors were shown to constrain sustainable governance and 
management initiatives and outcomes across the studies (Papers 1-4). Entrenched 
knowledge and traditions regarding agricultural and forestry practices were shown to 
perpetuate environmentally degrading land use change (Paper 1). Factors such as 
ingroup-outgroup processes, ownership traditions and local/professional identities 
underscored local resistance arising in the face of specific environmental management 
actitivies (Papers 1 & 3). For example, one environmental manager of a Swedish forest 
restoration case (Paper 3) explained that a traditional “forester” identity led some 
internal stakeholders to have a negative perception of project management activities 
and potential outcomes, which constrained active management initiatives to restore 
multi-functional forests. This identity was closely tied with an economically-focused 
sustained yield wood production paradigm, and only slowly changed over time as the 
management initiative gained legitimacy within the company (Paper 3). The ability of 

	

Figure	 13.	 Some	 of	 the	main	 socio-cultural	 drivers	 (in	 red)	 of	 agricultural	 intensification	 and	
abandonment	 trends	 in	 Europe	 and	 Central	 Asia	 (Paper	 1).	Many	 socio-cultural	 factors	were	
shown	to	constrain	sustainable	governance	and	management	initiatives	and	outcomes	across	the	
studies	of	this	thesis.	
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municipal spatial planners to recognise utility in stakeholder inputs was similarly 
shown to be influenced by the degree to which planners and stakeholders shared similar 
sets of values (Paper 2). This ultimately constrained the integration of diverse 
stakeholder values into planning processes. The same case studies showed that a set of 
socio-cultural factors including the strength of collective community identities, local 
histories and small-business cultures all influenced the perceived willingness of 
individual stakeholders to participate and provide inputs for spatial planning processes 
(Paper 2). A set of (post-)Soviet socio-cultural legacies were perceived by interviewees 
as having multiple, indirect negative influences on support for wetlands sustainability 
initiatives in Belarus (Paper 4). Broadly, these regarded entrenched attitudes of 
passivity, circumspection, distrust, and a widespread indifference to environmental 
issues, pervading society, including governance systems, at multiple levels.  

Despite these constraints, and despite various attempts by the studied governance and 
management systems to access and understand stakeholder values and interests in order 
to plan for multi-functional landscapes (Paper 2-4), underlying socio-cultural factors 
appeared to be treated as either largely fixed, or otherwise beyond the scope of specific 
initiatives. This may reflect the slow rate by which beliefs and mental models are 
updated both in individuals and in broader society – a common source of delays 
constraining emergent behaviour (Gärdenfors, 1990; Meadows, 2010; Sterman, 2000). 

4.2.1.4. Complex,	uncertain	dynamic	systems	

Section 4.1.1 provides an overview of the kind of complex, uncertain social-ecological 
dynamics within which environmental governance and management systems are 
situated. This thesis shows that, even for governance and management initiatives aimed 
at sustainability, the complexity, and concomitant uncertainty, of social-ecological 
system dynamics remain an important constraint (Papers 3-5). Whilst integrative and 
adaptive approaches are proposed as a counter-measure to complex decision domains, 
this thesis indicates mixed results in terms of the emergence of such approaches, and 
further, studied cases indicate several aspects of complexity management that are 
problematic for the adoption of integrated, adaptive approaches.  

First, a tremendous diversity of biophysical, institutional, economic, socio-cultural, 
demographic and technological legacies underpins environmental governance and 
management systems across Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1). Even where structural 
system dynamics were generalisable and comparable across these systems, the specific 
parameterisations of system components were in some cases radically different (e.g. 
Papers 3 & 4). Historical legacies limited the commensurability of knowledge inputs 
(Papers 3 & 4). For example, landscape restoration and wetlands sustainability 
initiatives were constrained by a lack of relevant knowledge, but case studies in both 
Sweden and Belarus also showed that even when relevant knowledge was available, it 
was often contextually bound and therefore needed to be adapted to local contexts 
(Papers 3-5). Even where knowledge concerning ecological factors was broadly 
comparable, there was still a need to “fit” initiatives within the specific socio-economic 
contexts into which they were being introduced (Paper 4). This underlines the need to 
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carefully consider the contextuality of drivers across the region and the degree to which 
they might fit with persistent decision-making structures (e.g. conventional hierarchies) 
and variously parameterised social-ecological systems (e.g. Epstein et al., 2015; Olsson 
et al., 2007; Rijke et al., 2012). This may prevent the realisation of certain 
governance/management configurations (Pahl-Wostl, 2015) and implies variability in 
development trajectories toward sustainable governance and management. 

Second, in line with previous findings (e.g. Renn et al., 2011) the increased complexity 
of planned management initiatives led to increases in perceived risks associated with 
them (Papers 3 & 4). Perceptions of risk impeded efforts at garnering support and inputs 
(Papers 3 & 4). Supporting Flyvberg (2007) and Taleb (2012), complexity was often 
correlated with the size of planned initiatives. Spatial scale of implementation may 
therefore represent an important constraint for bottom-up restoration projects as larger 
areas typically implied greater multiples of interests among stakeholders, including 
land-owners, and decision-makers (Paper 3). In bottom-up cases, the absence of 
centralised, top-down decision-making hierarchies – with relatively few key players – 
may exert a heavy burden on environmental managers to manage a highly diverse set 
of perceptions regarding project benefits and disbenefits may become increasingly 
difficult.  

Third, complexity and uncertainty confounded learning and knowledge management 
processes (Paper 3-5) (Figs. 12 & 15). For example, ecological system delays obscured 
causality between management activities and outcomes, precluding adaptive learning 
cycles (Papers 3 & 4). Even when data was available it was not easily interpreted or 
integrated. Local water governance actors, for example, were unable to obtain a clear 
overview of available information (Paper 5). As a result, information was accumulated 
without being transformed into group knowledge for practical action among actors 
responsible for implementation (Paper 5).  

Fourth, external expert consultants were frequently used to deal with matters of 
technical or bureaucratic complexity and as a link to research and technological 
development (Papers 3-5). Technocratic institutions appeared to promote the need for 
consultant services to successfully navigate institutional and regulatory frameworks 
(Papers 2 & 5). Amongst strategic spatial planning case studies, smaller municipalities 
appeared to experience greater need for expert services due to relatively small staff 
sizes and other capacity limitations (Paper 2). Across all cases, these experts were 
generally highly prized and respected for their competence. However, a number of 
constraints were identified related to the use of consultant services (Papers 2-5). 
Consultants were perceived to be prohibitively expensive in most cases, given the 
insufficient access to funds experienced by most cases. A number of respondents 
expressed concern that learning and knowledge practises were largely monopolised by 
consultants, hindering public participation and leading to the fragmentation of 
information (Papers 2 & 5). As a result of learning monopolies, consultants accrued 
considerable valuable knowledge during assignments, but generally took it with them 
upon completion of assignments. Consultants were said to have little contact with each 
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other or with other stakeholders, and focused on outcome-oriented learning, rather than 
the kinds of long-term process-based learning vital to sustainable environmental 
governance and management (Daniels and Walker, 1996; Pahl-Wostl, 2007b). In 
addition, because the use and sharing of tacit knowledge requires close interactions in 
an iterative process of learning and decision-making (e.g. Roux et al., 2006; van Buuren 
and Edelenbos, 2004), there were risks that information produced might not be turned 
into operative knowledge that could be integrated with other knowledge to form a basis 
for management actions (Paper 5). 

4.2.2. Opportunities		

4.2.2.1. Supra-national	environmental	institutions	

The advent of sustainable development has provided an important unifying direction 
for the development of an increasing number of supra-national environmental 
agreements, frameworks, membership organisations, partnerships and initiatives – e.g. 
WFD, CBD, Montreal and Pan-European processes for sustainable forest management, 
Ramsar and Bern Conventions, EU cross-border and Eastern Neighbourhood policies, 
river basin co-operations – that have collectively set the global environmental agenda 
and been key drivers of change in environmental governance and management systems 
at the national level (Sonnenfeld and Mol, 2002; Sweet and Sandholtz, 1997). Although 
often perceived in the studied cases to be exogenous drivers belonging to the external 
context of environmental decision-making, supra-national environmental institutions 
afforded a number of important opportunities for the emergence of more sustainable 
environmental governance and management systems at lower levels (Papers 1, 3-5).  

First, supra-national environmental institutions presented an imperative for change, 
provided inspiration to define the level of ambition for lower-level initiatives, as well 
as stipulating guidelines, strategic pathways and, in many cases, quantitative targets for 
national legal frameworks (e.g. Woodhouse and Muller, 2017) (Papers 1, 4 & 5). In 
Europe, recent international processes led to the development and adoption of core 
principles supporting sustainable forest management, as well as the strengthening of 
national regulatory frameworks (Paper 1). The European Union Common Agricultural 
Policy (CAP) has been a major driver of agricultural land use change. While early 
incarnations of the CAP focused on price and production support and led to 
conventional intensification of agriculture (van Zanten et al., 2014), several reforms 
have seen the CAP increasingly adapted to better serve the aims of sustainability (Paper 
1). The introduction of agri-environmental schemes has elevated environmental 
concerns in agriculture and encouraged land use practices compatible with 
environmental protection, allowing managers to adopt a more multi-functional 
approach (Paper 1). In Sweden, WFD guidelines and targets drove the prioritisation of 
water issues, acting as a catalyst and providing important structures around which 
cross-disciplinary, multi-actor projects and collaborative learning could be organised 
(Paper 5).  

Second, supra-national environmental institutions increasingly include formal 
requirements, or otherwise openly propagate for, the adoption of integrated and 
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adaptive governance and management approaches (e.g. European Parliament, 2000). 
The results of the case studies show that this has led to growing pressure on 
environmental governance and management systems at lower levels to integrate new 
actors representing multiple perspectives and different kinds of knowledge, e.g. civil 
society actors and indigenous groups (Papers 1, 4 & 5). For example, in the Belarusian 
case studies, global and European institutions concerning sustainable development 
were found to exert rising influence over domestic wetlands management, due to 
Belarus’ increased integration with the international community, where participatory 
norms are widely adopted (Paper 4). This has led to the explicit endorsement of 
enhanced roles for domestic environmental NGOs.  

Third, supra-national environmental institutions provided key financing opportunities 
for sustainable environmental initiatives, and unlocked additional financing sources, 
e.g. through co-financing from national, regional or local governments (Papers 3 & 4) 
(Fig. 10). Access to sufficient funds (see Section 4.2.1.2) gave important momentum to 
reinforcing feedbacks leading to emergent management approaches in Sweden and 
Belarus (Papers 3 & 4).  

Fourth, sensu Bulkeley (2012), supra-national environmental institutions embedded 
lower-level environmental initiatives in new contexts, arenas and networks, providing 
legitimacy and connecting them with new sets of heterogeneous agents and rules 
(Paper 4 – see also Section 4.3.3).  

Fifth, and perhaps most importantly in terms of the system dynamics identified in this 
thesis, supra-national environmental institutions closed a key feedback loop, by linking 
and integrating the growing body of scientific knowledge regarding environmental 
degradation, and subsequent impacts on NCP, back to national frameworks (Paper 1) 
(Fig. 11). As such they may provide an important – yet convoluted – link for integrating 
lower-level learning into formal policy, which is a key attribute of integrated, adaptive 
environmental governance and management systems (Pahl-Wostl, 2015). However, 
such feedback loops may be subject to a variety of perception, administrative, and 
decision-making delays due to slow processes of knowledge integration and multi-
lateral participation (Quade, 1981; Sterman, 2000). For this reason, the relative 
efficiency of supra-national environmental institutions as suitable means for linking 
learning with governance and management responses at levels that fit with the scale of 
ecological change remains questionable (Epstein et al., 2015; Rijke et al., 2012). Whilst 
supra-national environmental institutions do provide a governance response for 
environmental problems that are manifest at the global scale, it is likely more efficient 
to directly link learning about place-based environmental degradation to the iterative 
development of place-based governance and management formal policy responses 
(Woodhouse and Muller, 2017). 

4.2.2.2. Shifts	in	values	

In line with several studies (e.g. Everard et al., 2016; Farrow et al., 2017; Hansla et al., 
2008), this thesis shows several indications of shifts in stakeholder value preferences 
driven by growing public awareness regarding the negative impacts of intensive natural 
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resource management practices on the natural environment and its contributions to 
people. In terms of environmental governance and management system dynamics, 
public environmental awareness (e.g. regarding the importance of multi-functional 
landscapes) was identified as closing an important feedback between current 
environmental states and political responses at multiple levels (Papers 1, 3 & 4) (Figs. 
6, 9, 11 & 12). In Europe and Central Asia, public awareness was identified as an 
influential driver of the political prioritisation of nature protection, as well as steering 
consumer preferences towards environmentally certified products (Paper 1). Ethical 
and cultural trends induced changes in dietary patterns as well as guiding other 
decisions regarding quantities and qualities of material consumption and leisure 
activities (Paper 1). The demand for quality products from high natural value farmlands, 
for example, was linked to community-led local development policies (Paper 1).  

Across all case studies there appeared to be greater recognition amongst decision-
makers of the need to better integrate the multiple values that stakeholders associate 
with landscapes into governance and management systems (Papers 2-5). Shifts in 
values regarding local environmental features were actively cultivated through 
awareness-raising and communication strategies, in order to garner broad public 
support for initiatives (Papers 3 & 4). For example, case studies regarding landscape 
restoration in Sweden and wetlands sustainability initiatives in Belarus committed 
management efforts – e.g. by constructing signage, pathways, information centres, and 
conducting workshops, open-days, guided tours, environmentally-themed festivals, etc 
– to increase local public awareness regarding the environmental contexts in which 
respective initiatives took place, and the multiple benefits that implemented initiatives 
would provide (Papers 3 & 4). Environmental managers brought this increased public 
awareness to bear, as political influence, upon decision-makers (Papers 3 & 4).  

However, feedbacks from shifts in public values were generally found to be subject to 
significant delays (Papers 1-4). In part this may be due to structural constraints 
regarding the participation and integration of new actors and stakeholders, particularly 
public stakeholders, given the continued predominance of administrative hierarchical 
governance and management arrangements (see Section 4.2.1.1). Causal dynamics 
relating to the utility of stakeholder participation were highly complex. Case studies of 
strategic spatial planning for green infrastructure development in Sweden (Paper 2), for 
example, showed that even where governance actors acknowledged integration of 
diverse stakeholder values as crucially important, most participation still took the form 
of top-down information and/or consultation, and occurred too late for participatory 
outputs to be incorporated into spatial plans. Additionally, despite strong normative 
incentives towards greater public participation in environmental governance and 
management, several case studies indicated continuing doubts regarding the ultimate 
utility of such endeavours (Papers 2 & 4). These doubts prevented recognition of utility 
in stakeholder inputs in municipal spatial planning case studies (Paper 2). This result 
suggests that, beyond shifts in stakeholder value preferences, shifts in mind-sets are 
also required of governance and management actors in order to facilitate the emergence 
of sustainable governance and management systems.  
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4.2.2.3. Environmental	degradation	and	crises	

Perversely, case study results also identified opportunities for emergent integrated, 
adaptive governance and management systems relating to chronically degraded 
ecological systems and acute social- and/or ecological crises (Papers 1 & 3-5). 
Restoration of degraded land is an identified target for sustainable environmental 
governance and management systems at multiple levels (e.g. Aichi Biodiversity targets 
11 & 15, EU Biodiversity Directive). The development and implementation of the 
WFD, for example, responds to widespread pollution in Europe’s water systems. As 
such, the WFD in general, and environmental quality standards and status classification 
in particular, provided a common, concrete point of departure, around which the 
different value preferences, knowledge and priorities of a broad spectrum of actors 
could be integrated (Paper 5).  

Many authors highlight the importance of both flexible and transparent institutional and 
regulatory frameworks, which better reflect the dynamics of ecological systems, for 
environmental governance and management (Bäckstrand et al., 2010; Garmestani and 

	

Figure	14.	 Implementation	dynamics	of	 landscape	restoration	 initiatives	 in	Sweden	 (Paper	3).	
Focusing	 environmental	 management	 activities	 on	 the	 restoration	 of	 degraded	 lands	 offered	
multiple	 opportunities	 for	 emergent	 sustainable	 governance	 and	 management	 approaches,	
including	lower	perceived	risks	and	greater	institutional	flexibility.	Social-ecological	complexity	
tended	to	increase	implementation	delays	and	increase	perceived	risks,	with	negative	effects	on	
the	 legitimacy	 of	 initiatives	 and	 their	 leaders.	 The	 expertise	 of	 specialised	 consultants	 was	
generally	highly	prized.	
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Benson, 2013; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Degraded landscapes were perceived to be afforded 
greater institutional, regulatory and management flexibility, which minimised project 
delivery delays and thereby maintained reinforcing support feedbacks (Paper 3). 
Following Pahl-Wostl (Pahl-Wostl, 2015), this flexibility provided Swedish landscape 
restoration initiatives with greater interpretation space to plan and implement unique 
environmental visions beyond conventional objectives and approaches (Paper 3). 
However, the flexibility and transparency of institutional and regulatory frameworks 
often appeared to be trade-offs, i.e. where frameworks were transparent they were not 
flexible, and vice versa (Paper 3). Case studies of emergent wetlands management 
initiatives in Belarus (Paper 4) were constrained by both inflexible and opaque 
institutional and regulatory frameworks, regardless of whether initiatives were 
implemented on degraded land or not. In addition to greater institutional flexibility, 
focusing environmental management activities on the restoration of degraded lands 
offered multiple opportunities due to low land prices, low intensity of competing uses, 
support for active management interventions, and low perceived risks (Paper 1, 3 & 4) 
(Fig. 14). A lack of suitable areas for nature protection and conservation, combined 
with limited resources, led to the consideration of landscape restoration as an important 
component of nature conservation strategies to achieve global biodiversity targets in 
Europe and Central Asia (Paper 1). This included, for example, expanding existing 
reserves with adjacent areas of lower conservation value, but which provided long-term 
benefits by succession or active management measures. Case studies of landscape 
restoration initiatives in Sweden (Paper 3) showed that degraded landscapes were 
perceived as having little initial value, and that most types of interventions were 
therefore perceived as low-risk.  

In line with many previous studies (Abson et al., 2017; Bäckstrand, 2003; Bond et al., 
2015; Deegan, 2009; Pahl-Wostl, 2015), all case studies in Sweden and Belarus (Papers 
3 & 4) showed that various types and combinations of social and ecological crises 
unlocked path-dependent constraints regarding the hitherto hegemonic legitimacy of 
command-control governance and management approaches. Such crises precipitated 
time-limited windows of opportunity for the emergence of more sustainable 
environmental governance and management systems. As in some earlier studies (e.g. 
Raik et al., 2008; Ruíz et al., 2011), this presented opportunities for previously excluded 
stakeholders to establish themselves as legitimate governance and management actors, 
typically as a result of their ecological expertise. These new actors were over time often 
able to adapt the system from within towards more sustainable approaches by including 
new perspectives, knowledge and inputs (Papers 3 & 4). Case studies in Belarus, for 
example, found that the combination of acute, visible environmental crises together 
with continued socio-economic fallout following the dissolution of the Soviet Union 
and an institutionalised lack of interest in environmental issues led to a partial re-
distribution of power in wetlands management systems, enabling the active 
participation of private- and civil-sector stakeholders in decision-making and co-
ordinating roles in what was otherwise a strongly hierarchical system (Paper 4).  
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4.3. Robust	strategies	for	sustainable	environmental	governance	

and	management	(Objective	C)	

4.3.1. Learning	–	by	doing	and	sharing	

In line with (e.g. Buuren, 2009; Raymond et al., 2010), adequate knowledge – and 
perhaps especially formal, technical types of knowledge – was almost universally 
perceived by respondents across all case studies as a, if not the, key to achieve 
sustainable environmental governance and management in the face of systemic 
complexity and uncertainty (Papers 2-5). Adequate formal knowledge was often either 
unavailable (Papers 3 & 4), not contextually relevant to local conditions (Papers 3 & 
4), or otherwise remained poorly coordinated and fragmented (Paper 5). Tacit 
knowledge was frequently a meaningful component in management interventions 
(Paper 3 & 4), e.g. managing excavators in sensitive environments. For these reasons, 
many types of knowledge relevant to landscape restoration and wetlands sustainability 
initiatives could not be learned from formal sources (Papers 3 & 4). Adequately 
developed adaptive learning and integrated knowledge processes were therefore central 
to successful landscape restoration and wetlands sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 
4), closing a number of important short- and long-term feedback loops that enabled the 
emergence of sustainable governance and management approaches (Figs. 12 & 15). 
Knowledge-based feedbacks appeared to become increasingly important as initiatives 
progressed (Papers 3 & 4). However, the development of adaptive, collaborative 
learning cycles appeared weaker or dysfunctional at local governance levels in Sweden 
(Papers 2 & 5). It is possible that the concretion offered by active management 
interventions on the ground provides clearer, more focused learning opportunities.  

Environmental management case studies universally extolled the importance of 
iterative, active, experimentation-based ‘learning-by-doing’ using best guess 
hypotheses based on provisional, revisable plans (Papers 3 & 4), i.e. the adaptive 
management cycle (sensu Holling, 1978; Walters and Hilborn, 1978). Such approaches 
appeared to fuse two powerful personal motivations for interviewed managers – to learn 
(i.e. about landscapes of interest) and to do (i.e. create more sustainable landscapes). 
Experiments were implemented as well as possible and carefully monitored in order to 
evaluate on-going utility, with results integrated back into revised plans. Structured 
learning-by-doing approaches mitigate risks (Cilliers et al., 2013) and provide effective 
“safe-to-fail” strategies for managing complex systems, particularly rigid bureaucracies 
(Heifetz et al., 2009). Whilst small, early, inexpensive mistakes help complex systems 
to escape from less productive outcomes and converge upon more productive ones 
(Miller and Page, 2007), case studies showed that small, early successes provided an 
important sense of momentum for future initiatives to build on, closing multiple 
reinforcing feedback loops governing stakeholders’ perceptions regarding project risks 
versus benefits, and the legitimacy of environmental governance and management 
initiatives (Fig. 16) (Papers 3 & 4). Given the complexity and uncertainty of 
surrounding social-ecological system dynamics, such feedbacks were vital for 
developing stakeholder support for, and to varying degrees participation in, governance 
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and management interventions. In line with Miller & Page (2007), these positive  
feedbacks appeared to further facilitate the emergence of more sustainable 
environmental management approaches. These results echo, to some extent, findings 
made by Reed et al. (2014) regarding the impact of early, tangible results on the 
continued motivation of stakeholders to engage in environmental research projects. 
Importantly, the development of active learning-by-doing, which iteratively integrates 
both tacit and explicit components of knowledge back into planning, may help 
environmental managers avoid risks associated with an over-dependence on formal 
knowledge, including naïve rationalism (Taleb, 2012) and path-dependent, 
institutionalised knowledge (Abson et al., 2017). In this way, learning-by-doing might 
be seen to counterbalance an otherwise over-reliance on expertise, thereby subverting 
the underlying administrative rationality of environmental governance and 
management. However, even where non-experts participated, most of the observed 
learning-by-doing was instigated, conducted, led or coordinated by experts (Papers 3 
& 4). Additionally, experimentation was not possible in all situations. Case studies of 
landscape restoration and wetlands sustainability initiatives indicated that certain 
institutional constraints, e.g. relating to nature protection norms or public safety 
requirements, constrained the application of active, experimental approaches (Papers 3 

	

Figure	 15.	 Learning	 and	 knowledge	 dynamics	 of	wetlands	 sustainability	 initiatives	 in	Belarus	
(Paper	4).	Adaptive	learning	and	integrated	knowledge	processes	closed	a	number	of	important	
short-	 and	 long-term	 feedback	 loops	 (red	 arrows)	 that	 enabled	 the	 emergence	 of	 sustainable	
governance	 and	 management	 approaches.	 Knowledge-based	 feedbacks	 appeared	 to	 become	
increasingly	important	as	initiatives	progressed.	Complexity	complicated	learning	processes	and	
increased	perceived	risks.	Socio-cultural	legacies	and	top-down	governance	structures	impeded	
the	free	availability	of	relevant	information.	Although	international	research	was	an	important	
source	of	knowledge,	this	often	had	to	be	adapted	to	local	contexts.	
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& 4). Ethical questions might also be raised regarding experimental approaches applied 
to public environmental goods. 

Governance and management case studies in both Sweden and Belarus identified 
knowledge-sharing as a key strategy for obtaining the various kinds of knowledge 
necessary for planned initiatives, for integrating available knowledge across 
stakeholder groups and generating a confluence of views, for growing public  
awareness, and for driving institutional reform (Papers 3-5). In line with previous 
findings (e.g. Berrahmouni et al., 2015; Coello et al., 2015), widespread knowledge-
sharing was also identified as a potential strategy for scaling-up landscape restoration 
activities (Paper 3), i.e. by transferring technical knowledge and informal know-how to 
other would-be initiatives. However, knowledge-sharing processes were neither well-
developed nor well-implemented in many cases (Papers 3 & 5). In some landscape 
restoration cases (Paper 3) initiative-derived learning was largely monopolised by 
environmental managers, and remained primarily as informal or tacit knowledge, (e.g. 
inside their heads) (Fig. 12). One case identified lack of sufficient financial resources 
as a constraint to formalising knowledge – all resources were poured instead into 
achieving outcomes on the ground (Paper 3). The same case suggested that ownership 
of knowledge formalisation processes belonged to other actors, e.g. the scientific 
community, but that an institutionalised focus on rigorous follow-up, i.e. by 
administrative bosses or other institutional or regulatory instruments, would compel the 
commitment of resources to such efforts. This was the case in Belarus, where regulatory 
requirements compelled such detailed monitoring and documentation efforts (Paper 4). 
While these requirements created a heavy administrative burden on initiatives, draining 
financial and human resources, they also drove internal learning processes and led to 
the development of much formal knowledge that was transferable to other actors, e.g. 
across the internet (Paper 4). At the same time, in line with Shkaruba et al. (2015), 
Belarusian case studies identified strong top-down structures, strictly-controlled 
information flows, and indifferent socio-cultural norms as significant obstacles to 
effective knowledge dissemination, which limited transformational, learning-driven 
feedback loops (Paper 4). Questions also remained regarding the protection of 
intellectual property rights in cases where knowledge dissemination might lead to 
substitutable outcomes that impinged on the ability of initiatives to achieve production-
focused outcomes (Paper 4).  

These results suggest that learning and knowledge strategies in studied cases are often, 
at least partly, in line with theories regarding sustainable environmental governance 
and management of complex social-ecological systems (e.g. Berkes, 2009; Pahl-Wostl 
et al., 2013; Popa et al., 2015; Reed et al., 2014). However, case study results suggest 
that adequate available knowledge is not a rigid precondition for emergent governance 
and management arrangements. Case studies of landscape restoration and wetlands 
sustainability initiatives in Sweden and Belarus (Papers 3 & 4), showed that initiatives 
commenced in the face of considerable knowledge gaps, and in some cases developed 
as a reaction to such gaps. Indeed, interviewed environmental managers in these cases 
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showed that they were motivated by the lack of knowledge, and by a thirst for learning 
about the landscapes they loved.  

Case studies showed mixed results regarding the integration of iterative, adaptive 
learning into governance systems at higher levels. The studied landscape restoration 
and wetlands sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4) each provided specific instances 
of case-derived learning being integrated into higher-level governance, with the 
Belarusian case studies providing the strongest results in this respect. In the latter, 
successful environmental management approaches were shown to be adopted as formal 
benchmarks or identified as exemplars for visiting decision-makers. Leaders of 
successful initiatives were invited to participate in policy reform processes as experts. 
The results from the Swedish landscape restoration cases were less clear in this regard. 
The remaining studies indicated generally weak, or lacking, integration of learning 
feedbacks to higher-level institutional and regulatory frameworks (Papers 1, 2 & 5). In 
the case of local water governance (Paper 5), results showed a lack of bottom-up 
connections to link local actors and stakeholders to higher levels. For example, the 
degree to which locally-derived learning was integrated into formal policy regarding 
management objectives was limited. Rather, the WFD was seen as strongly top-down. 
Even where such learning feedbacks were identified in other cases, these were typically 
highly generalised and/or subject to long delays. For example, pathways to institutional 
and regulatory reform were often identified as being mediated through public 
environmental awareness or the advocacy of environmental NGOs (e.g. Figs. 6, 9, 11 
& 12) (Papers 1, 3 & 4). Questions therefore remain regarding the specific dynamic 
pathways, by which learning and innovation at lower levels can access and integrate 
with higher-level institutional and policy development.  

4.3.2. Managing	and	integrating	the	perceptions	of	multiple	stakeholders	

Case studies indicated several strategies by which governance and management actors 
attempt to manage and integrate the perceptions of stakeholders towards a confluence 
of views (Papers 2-5). Many of these strategies closed key feedback loops influencing 
the perceived legitimacy of new actors (Figs. 16 & 17) (Papers 3 & 4), and were thereby 
key factors of emergent environmental governance and management approaches. These 
feedbacks appeared to be particularly important in early planning and implementation 
phases in order to unlock constraints.  

Garnering support for environmental interventions requires that explanations of 
underlying problem states and planned management responses are made 
understandable and attractive to stakeholders in the broader landscape (Laestadius et 
al., 2015; Stave, 2010). Case studies of landscape restoration in Sweden and wetlands 
sustainability initiatives in Belarus (Papers 3 & 4) showed that environmental managers 
actively invested time and energy in developing a range of pedagogical communication 
strategies and tools to facilitate communications with different kinds of stakeholders. 
Municipal governance case studies (Papers 2 & 5) also recognised the importance of 
developing communications capabilities, although these appeared to be less developed.  
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Figure	16.	Support	dynamics	of	 landscape	restoration	 initiatives	 in	Sweden	(Paper	3).	 Small,	 early	
positive	outcomes	provided	an	important	sense	of	momentum	for	future	initiatives	to	build	on,	closing	
multiple	reinforcing	feedback	loops	governing	stakeholders’	perceptions	regarding	project	risks	versus	
benefits,	and	the	legitimacy	of	environmental	governance	and	management	initiatives.	

	

Figure	17.	Support	dynamics	of	wetlands	sustainability	initiatives	in	Belarus	(Paper	4).	Case	studies	
indicated	several	strategies	by	which	governance	and	management	actors	attempt	to	manage	and	
integrate	the	perceptions	of	stakeholders	towards	a	confluence	of	views	amongst	stakeholders	and	the	
alignment	of	environmental	objectives	with	those	of	other	stakeholders.	Many	of	these	strategies	closed	
key	feedback	loops	concerning	the	perceived	legitimacy	of	new	actors.	
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Main communications strategies involved addressing various contextual constraints 
(e.g. relating to governance arrangements, complexity and/or socio-cultural factors) in 
creative ways, reducing technical/bureaucratic jargon to improve ease of understanding 
for laypersons (Paper 2) and decision-makers (Paper 3), and increasing the palpability 
and relevance of outcomes for stakeholders (Papers 2-5). Communication and 
awareness-building strategies were important to build the visibility, and thereby the 
legitimacy, of sustainability initiatives and of the new actors involved in planning and 
implementing them (Paper 4). In line with the concept of boundary objects (e.g. Star 
and Griesemer, 1989), landscape restoration case studies (Paper 3) developed a variety 
of visual materials (e.g. simple maps, cartoons, before-and-after photographs) to enable 
decision-makers and other stakeholders to more intuitively understand the implications 
of complex long-term plans and to appreciate other perspectives.  

Supporting earlier studies (e.g. Feldman et al., 2006; Folke et al., 2005; Olsson et al., 
2014; Pahl-Wostl, 2015), this thesis found that boundary experiences and organisations 
provided key opportunities to facilitate positive stakeholder interactions and 
deliberation. Important strategies included establishing informal spaces – such as 
workshops, field trips and site visits, and temporary exhibitions – and participation in 
a variety of formal and informal networks where informal knowledge and values were 
gathered and shared (Papers 2-5). In some cases, new organisations were created by 
actors to provide access to appropriate expertise, tools and other resources (Papers 2 & 
4). In several case studies boundary experiences and organisations created participatory 
environments for informal learning and knowledge sharing to concretise otherwise 
abstract plans, created inclusive ways of knowing engendering trust and a sense of 
community between participants, promoted transfer of both tacit and explicit kinds of 
knowledge, and provided useful forums for further developing project support (Papers 
3-5). They also helped to shape converging views on problems and solutions. 
Improving the timeliness and popularity of locations for participatory mechanisms were 
identified as important factors for the integration of stakeholder views and knowledge 
in municipal planning and water governance (Papers 2 & 5).  

However, results regarding participation were not uniform. Although knowledge-based 
stakeholder participation was recognised as a way to improve strategic comprehensive 
planning, it was not implemented (Paper 2), and the ultimate utility of input from public 
participation processes was questioned (Papers 2 & 4). Large land-owners were shown 
to be largely absent from municipal comprehensive planning processes, preferring to 
participate with higher-level institutions, e.g. county boards (Paper 2). The limited 
participation of such stakeholders may suggest a misfit between their concerns and 
requirements and the scale at which municipal comprehensive planning was 
undertaken. However, it is also likely that the lack of legal mandate attached to these 
planning processes was a contributing factor.  

High degrees of contextuality associated with social-ecological system components 
were identified across the studies, especially concerning biophysical resources e.g. 
protected areas (Paper 1), forests (Paper 3), wetlands (Papers 3 & 4), storm water 
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(Paper 5). A key aspect of resource contextuality concerned the variety of contributions 
that a given biophysical resource made to different stakeholder groups and the degree 
to which these contributions gave rise to mutually exclusive, or otherwise conflicting, 
uses (Papers 1, 3 & 4). The integration of multiple stakeholder values and objectives 
implies the formulation of “win-win” objectives, requiring a cross-sectoral nexus (Pahl-
Wostl, 2015) to frame and re-frame governance and management objectives from a 
variety of perspectives without resorting to conventional trade-off management. A key 
strategy to this end was to develop initiatives that included clear social and/or economic 
objectives (e.g. local job creation or the public utility of restored landscapes) (Figs. 16 
& 17) (Papers 3-5). The contextuality of social-ecological system components provided 
useful flexibility in this respect, by allowing sustainable governance and management 
initiatives to frame problems and solutions in a variety of ways in order to promote 
alignment of the heterogeneous viewpoints and objectives of relevant stakeholders 
around confluences of interest and synergies. Social/ economic objectives were 
valuable for garnering sufficient external stakeholder support, and also helped to 
harmonise environmental initiatives with the objectives of other internal stakeholders 
within administrative hierarchies (Papers 3 & 4). This led to reduced internal conflict, 
increased prioritisation of objectives, and lower risk of vision dilution (Paper 3). As 
national environmental objectives in Belarus are typically framed in the context of 
economic growth (Grischenko et al., 2006; Republic of Belarus, 2015, 2004), or 
otherwise integrated with other policy objectives, e.g. domestic energy security, the 
alignment of wetlands sustainability initiatives with public sector interests was largely 
synonymous with the inclusion of explicit social and/or economic objectives (Paper 4). 
Such alignment established mutual benefit through collaboration and was a key process 
for deriving support, knowledge, resources and legitimacy for wetlands sustainability. 
The inclusion of social/economic objectives also opened opportunities for stakeholders 
to become actively involved in co-producing outcomes (Papers 3 & 4). 

An additional strategy, to meet constraints relating to systemic complexity observed in 
environmental management cases in Sweden and Belarus, was to reduce the 
dimensionality of problem situations and planned solutions, by splitting initiatives up 
into small, concrete, practical steps (e.g. Fig. 14) (Papers 3 & 4). This strategy reduced 
both implementation delays and perceptions of risk, and thereby had several direct and 
indirect impacts on support, activity and outcome rates, and learning & knowledge 
processes. For example, reduced plan complexity and shorter implementation delays 
led to more easily perceived causality between plans and outcomes, which facilitated 
adaptive learning processes (Figs. 12 & 15).  

4.3.3. Strengthening	the	legitimacy	of	new	actors	

Civil society actors, especially environmental NGOs, played a key role in accelerating 
otherwise slow feedbacks from environmental degradation to public awareness, and 
also more directly to institutional and regulatory frameworks (Papers 1, 3 & 4). 
Environmental NGOs influenced governance and management systems in several 
ways. First, they actively developed awareness-raising and communication strategies, 
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e.g. media campaigns, to shape public environmental awareness and thereby promote 
a shift in societal environmental values at a variety of scales (Papers 1, 3 & 4). Second, 
they actively and directly lobbied industries and decision-makers to develop stricter 
(self-)regulatory frameworks for nature protection (e.g. marine protected areas) (Paper 
1). Third, they pioneered and championed the use of non-state voluntary instruments in 
resource management, e.g. forestry certification as a means to maintain, protect and 
sustain the multiple ecological, economic and social-cultural values of forests (Paper 
1). Fourth, NGOs played an active, driving role in the development and implementation 
of landscape restoration and wetlands sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4), either 
establishing themselves as new, legitimate, independent actors or by being assimilated 
(e.g. in the role of experts) into existing governance and management structures. Fifth, 
NGOs played important roles in challenging institutional barriers and contesting 
administrative constraints, e.g. regarding non-governmental participation in 
environmental management (Papers 3 & 4). Sixth, advanced academic training, or 
other specialised knowledge and skills legitimised the participation of NGO members 
as experts in various governance and management initiatives (Papers 3-5). Such 
participation occurred at various scales, and influenced reinforcing feedback dynamics 
related to stakeholder support (Papers 3 & 4). Knowledge-based legitimacy gave new 
actors the power to more actively shape normative narratives regarding what sort of 
knowledge was valid, what should be done, how it should be done, who should be 
involved etc. In this way, knowledge-based legitimacy represented a strategy for 
promoting alignment/confluence of views in an otherwise heterogeneous, contextually 
complex system. Seventh, NGOs helped to generate, coordinate, integrate and 
communicate knowledge regarding environmental problems (Papers 4 & 5). In doing 
so, they not only provided important integration services to environmental governance 
and management systems, but also shortened otherwise long informational feedbacks, 
which otherwise obfuscated learning processes.  

However, despite widespread recognition of the key role of participation for 
environmental governance and management, the degree and influence of stakeholder 
participation in case studies was often relatively low (Papers 2-5). Integration of 
multiple environmental values remained problematic, especially concerning the 
participation of new actors such as environmental NGOs in the, often top-down and 
authoritarian, environmental governance and management systems in some Eastern 
Europe countries (Papers 1 & 4). NGOs in these cases were subjected to legal, 
administrative and economic pressure, and various forms of political control or 
persecution e.g. NGOs being identified as “foreign agents” (Papers 1 & 4). Under such 
circumstances, the activity of many NGOs had decreased. Some environmental NGOs 
responded by adopting a strictly non-partisan political stance, curtailing involvement 
with any groups identified as representing independent political views (Paper 4).  

Legitimacy confers “rightness” to power (Bulkeley, 2012), enabling agency in 
otherwise contested domains. This thesis indicates that incumbent administrative 
hierarchies, within which environmental governance and management systems appear 
to be predominantly arranged, presented structural constraints to the empowered 
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participation of new actors (Papers 2-5). However, case studies of landscape restoration 
and wetlands sustainability initiatives also provided several indications of new actors 
actively attempting to build and control new environmental narratives, which supported 
the legitimacy of visions and of themselves as authors of that vision, and which, 
importantly, contrasted with the apparent failures of incumbent management regimes 
(Papers 3 & 4). Via these dynamics, environmental leaders were afforded, or actively 
recruited, significant degrees of operational freedom in the formulation and 
implementation of respective initiatives (Papers 3 & 4). These dynamics correspond 
well with theories regarding the development of interpretation space (Pahl-Wostl, 
2015). In line with Deegan (2009), the background and professional circumstances of 
leadership figures appeared to offer initial repositories of legitimacy for new actors 
(Papers 3 & 4). Specialist skills and relevant academic training provided initial 
legitimacy for initiative-takers as environmental experts (Papers 3-5). This legitimacy 
could be leveraged when acute environmental crises cast doubt on the legitimacy of 
incumbent management systems and opened windows of opportunity. That is, it was a 
combination of both environmental legitimacy (agency) and social-ecological crises 
(structure) that appeared to provide an opening for emergent actors.  

Several feedback mechanisms at the management level were also identified, by which 
new actors were able to further legitimise their authority and that of their management 
initiatives (e.g. Figs. 14-17) (Papers 3 & 4). These feedbacks can be likened to 
Bulkeley’s (2012) three modes of authorisation. New actors were authorised by 
consent, when they were able to present themselves as knowledgeably authoritative, 
i.e. environmental experts. This authority was strengthened through the continued 
development of initiative-derived knowledge. Authority was conferred by the creation 
of consensus around management visions and plans, which actively sought to integrate 
the multiple (often social and/or economic) interests of other legitimate decision-
makers and stakeholders. The authority of new actors was also constituted by conchord, 
as a result of visible participation in relevant networks and institutions.  

On the other hand, the results of this thesis indicated few real possibilities for the 
inclusion of non-expert participants. The hegemonic prioritisation of expert knowledge 
– and the legitimisation of experts based on their presumed superior access to 
information – represents a central assumption of administrative rationalities (Kronsell 
and Bäckstrand, 2010). However, while expertise appears to be a key attribute to the 
emergence of new actors, authors from several disciplines warn against an over-reliance 
on experts. Taleb (2012) and Makridakis & Taleb (2009b), for example, show that 
specialised knowledge is often over-emphasised in the management of complex 
systems, but that expert judgement is not superior to other forms of analysis in highly 
uncertain environments. Evans & Plows (2007) argue that, as representatives of 
particular epistemic communities, experts cannot claim to speak for the wider society 
– participation requires giving non-experts a voice as well.  
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4.3.4. Recruiting	and	emancipating	active,	hybrid	leadership	

Case studies in both Sweden and Belarus found that, while environmental degradation 
and acute social-ecological crises generated windows of opportunity, the ability to 
recognise and exploit such opportunities – and transform crisis into vision – was 
dependent on leadership qualities (Papers 3 & 4). Supporting Rijke et al. (2012), 
leaders, as recognised experts, were able to make sense of emerging events for others. 
As touched on in Section 4.3.3, the personal values and worldviews, educational 
backgrounds, and professional circumstances of leadership figures appeared to provide 
important initial repositories of legitimacy for landscape restoration and wetlands 
sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4). In both Swedish and Belarusian case studies, 
environmental managers appeared to provide hybridised combinations of ecological, 
economic, and social competences and perspectives (Papers 3 & 4).  

Leadership is a crucial factor for the successful integration of multiple perspectives and 
actors (Olsson et al., 2007). Leaders provide a key coordinating role, establishing and 
strengthening flexible links between polycentric nodes, and balancing top-down and 
bottom-up influences (Olsson et al., 2007; Pahl-Wostl, 2015). Leaders of both Swedish 
and Belarusian initiatives drew on a selection of competences to play a variety of roles 
across the five identified core management processes (e.g. Figs. 12, 15-17) (Papers 3 
& 4). In this respect, landscape restoration case studies showed that where leaders were 
well-situated within governance and management architecture, with close access to key 
gatekeeper decision-makers, they provided an important link between learning loops 
and formal policy development (Paper 3). The support of gatekeepers unlocked support 
throughout administrative hierarchies and was a key dynamic of most case studies in 
these two management papers. This enabled managers to function as policy 
entrepreneurs (e.g. Deegan, 2009; Olsson et al., 2004), simultaneously seeking support 
from the public, NGOs, and media outlets in order to create pressure on decision-
makers. In this way, managers themselves became important central conduits for the 
coordinated integration of knowledge, values and perspectives belonging to various 
actors and stakeholders. Wetlands sustainability managers in Belarus, for example, 
accumulated a great deal of knowledge, which reinforced their legitimacy as experts 
and leaders (Paper 4). On this basis they were increasingly invited to participate in 
institutional and regulatory reform processes. These results echo previous finding 
regarding the catalytic role of leadership in creating change in social-ecological systems 
(Bodin and Crona, 2011; Olsson et al., 2006, 2007; Rijke et al., 2012). 

The success of collaborative learning efforts and knowledge integration requires the 
active participation of key decision-makers (e.g. de Bruijn and ten Heuvelhof, 1999; 
Funtowicz and Strand, 2011). However, the active participation of political and other 
key decision-makers in learning processes across all case studies appeared to be mostly 
low or non-existent (Papers 2-5). While environmental management case studies 
indicated strong commitment to adaptive learning within management teams, key 
decision-makers such as local or national politicians appeared to play a largely 
administrative role (e.g. facilitating flows of support and inputs) (Papers 3 & 4). There 
were some exceptions to this finding, where decision-makers were invited to 
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implementation areas for field excursions (Papers 3 & 4). In one local landscape 
restoration case, decision-makers actively participated in some implementation 
activities in an effort to integrate them in learning processes (Paper 3). Cases relating 
to both municipal spatial planning and local water governance in Sweden showed that 
political leaders seldom participated actively, or that the degree of their participation 
was disputed by other interviewees (Papers 2 & 5).  

4.4. Future	directions	for	research	

4.4.1. Higher-level	dynamics	

The results of this thesis highlight the importance of high-level institutions for 
environmental governance and management systems. However, these factors tended to 
occupy model boundaries or were otherwise endogenously integrated by very 
generalised feedback structures. While the relatively low resolution regarding supra-
national institutions in interview responses (Papers 2-5) may indicate the bounded 
rationality of interviewees, or a lack of awareness at lower levels of governance and 
management systems, similar results occurred in the comprehensive assessment 
conducted for biodiversity and NCP in European and Central Asia (Paper 1). Taken 
together, this suggests a potential knowledge gap. Future studies are therefore required 
to better understand the dynamics of higher-level components of environmental 
governance and management systems, for example the specific dynamic causal 
pathways by which supra-national institutions develop over time. Given the radical 
openness of environmental governance and management systems, improved 
understanding of the ambient context within which environmental initiatives are 
situated, and of the pathways by which this context influences systems of interest, is 
crucial to developing effective strategies for sustainability outcomes on the ground. 

4.4.2. Socio-cultural	dynamics	

Socio-cultural drivers were identified to have multiple impacts on environmental 
governance and management systems. Such drivers are pervasive, ambiguous or 
contradictory (Burton et al., 2008; Kristensen, 2016) – providing the source of delays 
in emergent transitions (e.g. Meadows, 2010) – and yet are often unacknowledged or 
otherwise difficult to identify in environmental governance and management systems 
(Folke et al., 2005). While there appears to be a wealth of literature exploring 
environmental values and norms (e.g. Everard et al., 2016; Farrow et al., 2017; Hansla 
et al., 2008), a deeper understanding and integration of the system dynamics concerning 
the evolution of socio-cultural phenomena at all levels is required to provide a largely 
missing dimension in the development of effective strategies for sustainable 
environmental governance and management. For example, how, and how frequently, 
are underlying belief systems, value preferences, tacit and explicit ways of knowing, 
and traditions updated? How do generational shifts within environmental managers and 
land users impact on underlying belief systems, value preferences, tacit and explicit 
ways of knowing, and traditions? (How) are these factors inherited/passed down from 
generation to generation? This implies the potential integration of results with other 
scientific fields, e.g. behavioural psychology, in order to understand how belief systems 
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are updated, how they impact on environmental governance and management 
initiatives, and how they might be otherwise managed.  

4.4.3. Cross-scale	linkages	

Future research needs to take a more explicit focus on identifying and understanding 
cross-scale dynamics in order to integrate environmental governance and management 
systems dynamics across multiple levels. This thesis shows that environmental 
governance and management systems continue to be predominantly structured in 
hierarchical arrangements, with environmental decisions (and power) flowing 
downwards through multiple levels. Although findings identify environmental 
governance and management dynamics across at a variety of scales, future studies are 
needed to more closely investigate specific cross-scale linkages by which, for example, 
dynamics at lower levels propagate upwards throughout governance and management 
hierarchies. In addition, improved understanding of the presence and character of 
delays within cross-scale linkages is required to improve models of multi-level 
governance, and by extension to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of strategic 
measures to promote the emergence of sustainable governance and management 
arrangements. Given a conceptual focus on understanding cross-scalar linkages, further 
exploration and integration of environmental governance and management dynamics 
such as those found by this thesis with theories of panarchy (e.g. Allen et al., 2014; 
Holling, 2001) and socio-technical transitions (e.g. Geels, 2005; Geels and Schot, 2007; 
Smith et al., 2010) may be of particular future interest.  
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5. Methodological	reflections	

5.1. Setting	boundaries	

Models are no more than sets of generalisations and assumptions about the world, used 
to intentionally simplify an otherwise overly complex world in order to investigate 
current behaviours and potential alternatives (Miller and Page, 2007; Quade, 1981). As 
such, models are not ends in themselves, but part of the process of learning how systems 
work (Orrell and McSharry, 2009). Whilst Beall & Ford (2010) suggest that all models 
are situated on a quantitative to qualitative continuum, there is continuing debate as to 
the specific utility of qualitative (also known as conceptual, perceptual, or “soft”) contra 
quantitative (“hard”) modelling within the complex systems science community.  

Checkland’s soft systems methodology (Checkland, 1981, 1995; Checkland and 
Poulter, 2006), which has influenced the methodology adopted by the present thesis, 
was initiated in reaction to the failure of hard modelling approaches to messy, ill-
structured problem situations typically facing managers. According to Checkland 
(1995), the utility of hard approaches is restricted to easily defined systems with 
explicitly defined objectives. In situations where the relevant system is not easily 
defined with respect to the problem situations in question, or where many different but 
plausible definitions of system objectives are possible, soft models are more useful as 
epistemological devices facilitating coherent discussion (Checkland, 1995). The social-
ecological systems within which environmental governance and management takes 
place are radically open, dynamic, heterogeneous, and highly contextual i.e. they are 
messy systems with “wicked” problems (Rittel and Webber, 1973). This messiness 
poses a number of methodological challenges, even when following a soft modelling 
approach. Boundaries, for example, remain difficult to determine even in qualitative 
models. Where and how does the analyst draw a line around what is directly relevant 
and what is merely “context”? Boundary-setting is frequently described in the systems 
modelling literature as one of the most challenging modelling tasks (Chu et al., 2003; 
Cilliers et al., 2013; Forrester, 1961; Sterman, 2000), precisely due to the messiness of 
truly complex systems. Although there is some concrete advice to be had, such as 
drawing boundaries at discontinuities of scale (Miller and Page, 2007), this advice can 
be difficult to implement in practice where systems of interest include multi-scalar 
components or connections. For the studies undertaken in this thesis (Papers 1-4), the 
main approach for divining boundaries has been to follow an iterative modelling 
approach, developing and re-developing models at a variety of levels of aggregation 
and seeking additional clarification and further inputs from interviewee participants. 
This iterative approach is perhaps the most strongly supported advice on boundary-
setting to be found in the literature, and can be related to the grounded theory 
approaches (e.g. Bryman, 2004; Corbin and Strauss, 2008) more frequently used in 
social science research fields. Given the unknowability and contextuality of complex 
systems, this “open-minded”, inductive approach is important in order to avoid the 
arbitrary imposition of boundaries based on previous assumptions, be they empirically 
or theoretically derived. The results of case study modelling for this thesis seem to 
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indicate that interviewees intuitively bound their descriptions of system dynamics 
according to the main thrust of their experiences (Papers 2-4), i.e. interviewee 
narratives are dominated by the short-range connections that they are most exposed to, 
and by boundedly rational perspectives. This tendency suggests that future studies using 
similar modelling approaches may need to focus greater attention on exploring 
dynamics beyond the immediate sphere of influence surrounding interviewees, in 
particular regarding longer-range feedback structures. Several of the studied systems 
(Papers 1, 3 & 4) identified a number of soft, slow-moving variables, e.g. socio-cultural 
factors and higher-level institutional constraints, which played an important, and partly 
hidden, role in determining short- and long-term environmental governance and 
management arrangements and outcomes. While recognised by interviewees, such 
factors were frequently treated as fixed, static influences. This denies the inherent 
dynamism underlying systemic change in governance and management arrangements. 
At the same time, it remains important that interviewees relate their own experiences 
as they perceive them. It is quite likely that close-to-home dynamics play a greater role 
in such perceptual accounts. It was therefore of value to case studies (Papers 2-4) to use 
a multi-layered data acquisition approach, combining the deep, system narratives 
obtained through semi-structured interviews with group modelling workshops, where 
the mental models revealed in interviews could be integrated into a more explicit 
complex systems context, juxtaposed with other interviewees mental models, and 
exposed to the critical questions of peers. The additional layer of data gathered in field 
trips was also of value. Field trips properly situated interview narratives within explicit 
biophysical contexts, providing valuable contextual data obtained in a relaxed, informal 
setting. The downside of this multi-layered approach was largely practical: it required 
additional time and resources to gather, integrate and analyse the data.  

Despite primarily focusing on short-range connections, most interviews did reveal a 
variety of longer-range connections, e.g. from higher scales and/or from further back 
in history. What was most apparent from results in this regard was that these dynamics 
were generally understood as exogenous drivers, which endogenous agents had little 
influence over. Unless the external context is already well-studied, the researcher in 
this situation has little choice but to accept the impact of meaningful exogenous 
influence on system dynamics. This risks curtailing the search for endogenous 
strategies and solutions, which is key to the utility of a systems approach (Sterman, 
2000). In this respect, it may be useful to situate case studies in a broader context by 
combining them with over-lapping models at other scales. For example, many of the 
driver dynamics of land use change (Paper 1) provide relevant context for the 
governance and management dynamics of landscape restoration and wetlands 
sustainability initiatives (Papers 3 & 4). However, the availability of peer-reviewed 
models showing governance and management structural system dynamics at relevant 
levels, in relevant contexts, and at an intermediate scale of detail, is often lacking.  
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5.2. Qualitative	systems	analysis	compared	to	conventional	

approaches	

It is interesting to note here, that these methodological reflections regarding the 
location, flexibility and permeability of boundaries, and of interviewees mental models, 
are made possible by the adoption of a systems approach. The body of systems science 
literature has extolled the virtues of complex systems approaches contra conventional 
approaches (e.g. Paper 5) for understanding complex behaviour for several decades 
(e.g. Checkland, 1981; Forrester, 1961; Maani and Maharaj, 2004; Quade, 1981; 
Sterman, 2000). However, my limited input during the data acquisition and initial 
analytical phases of Paper 5 do not permit very deep reflection on differences between 
the systems methodology (Papers 1-4) and the more conventional qualitative approach 
(Paper 5) used in this thesis. Briefly, I can say that the multi-method systems approach 
adopted by several case studies in this thesis (Papers 1-4) was capable of producing 
robust results at multiple resolutions, but was very time-consuming, especially to 
integrate large volumes of qualitative data e.g. from semi-structured interviews. For 
this reason, the participation of multiple classes of interviewees used by the 
conventional approach (Paper 5) may have made the kind of deep, multi-case systems 
analysis offered by Papers 3 & 4 practically impossible. Even in participatory group-
modelling workshops with multiple stakeholders, focus tended to remain on attaining 
convergent understandings of system structure, rather than on divergent opinions 
regarding individual capacity for action within structures. While CLD results across the 
systems analysis studies (Papers 1-4) do illustrate several aspects of agency important 
to social-ecological systems, agents themselves often remain implicit in such models 
or are otherwise aggregated into homogeneous cohorts. In this respect, the conventional 
approach may offer some benefits in terms of representing the heterogeneous agency 
of actors and stakeholders in environmental governance and management systems, 
whilst the soft systems methodology used in this thesis appeared more comprehensive 
and robust for representing structural aspects of these complex systems.  

Additionally, the qualitative systems approach afforded a valuable and exceptionally 
succinct communication tool during multiple phases of research. During data collection 
and analysis phases, CLDs functioned as participatory boundary objects (e.g. Hauck et 
al., 2015; Star and Griesemer, 1989), to provide a deep and intuitive understanding of 
results for workshop participants (after a brief initiation), and as such were an efficient 
means for for structuring dialogue and identifying, and resolving, misunderstandings 
or knowledge gaps. During the publication phase, CLDs provided a tool for 
communicating a great deal of information within the short space afforded by the 
scientific journal article format. This is crucial – without CLDs performing the brunt of 
the explicative role, it would be impossible to present holistic results of complex system 
dynamics at a level of detail that is relevant to research or to practitioners. Some 
difficulty remains in this respect – the quantitative limitations of most journals restricts 
discussion to only the most central dynamics of a CLD. To this end, the inclusion of 
illustrative quotes from interviewees in results was a useful method to contextualise the 
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structural dynamics presented in models. This method also improved representation of 
the agency of interviewees within the CLD structures presented.  

5.3. Methodological	refinement	

The potential for robust ex-ante behavioural analyses based on structural analysis, such 
as provided by this thesis, is limited. This is the primary rationale for the quantitative 
modelling approaches adopted by many complex systems studies. Computer simulation 
– e.g. agent-based modelling, lumped stock-flow modelling – is used to approximate 
the mathematical integration of non-linear behaviour, thereby providing a useful 
middle-ground between the flexibility of qualitative models and the precision of 
mathematically analytical models (Miller and Page, 2007). While some proponents of 
system dynamics insist that quantitative approaches are essential in order to test 
qualitatively generated hypotheses and validate models (e.g. Forrester, 1992; Sterman, 
2000), many authors contest the view that simulation models are inherently superior to 
qualitative analysis (Coyle, 2001; Vennix, 1995; Wolstenholme, 1999). Maani (2002) 
shows that in many cases it is neither useful nor desirable to progress throughout the 
whole model-building cycle to quantitative models. Quade (1981), for example, 
suggests that problem situations dominated by social and political factors are ill-suited 
to quantitative analysis. The utility of models for complex “real-world” problems is 
therefore frequently suggested to be restricted to the provision of useful insights 
(Cilliers et al., 2013; Quade, 1981), with a boundary – in terms of required model 
complexity – beyond which it is unwise to quantify (Coyle, 2001). Even where 
quantification is possible, complex systems cannot be appropriately reduced to simple 
mathematical laws, as equations attempting to representing them are only 
approximations, and are often highly sensitive to external influences and small changes 
in parameterization (Coyle, 2001; Orrell and McSharry, 2009).  

This conflict in the complex systems research community suggests a need to search for 
a new methodological middle-ground between qualitative and simulation models. 
Within this middle-ground I observe two particularly attractive approaches for further 
methodological exploration in relation to social-ecological system dynamics. First, the 
adoption of a multi-method approach integrating the qualitative systems methodology 
used by this thesis with the statistical tools available from network theory (e.g. 
Gonzales and Parrott, 2012; Halog and Manik, 2011). Network theory derives from 
graph theory, and provides a means to represent and understand phenomena in terms of 
structural relationships between variables. Networks can be represented as directed 
graphs such as CLDs, and analysed using statistical tools directed at the various 
properties of the causal network. Network components can also be weighted where data 
is available, e.g. where interviewees identify strong vs weak relationships, or according 
to known attributes of parameters. The integration of causal mapping with statistical 
analysis is a promising step for improved insight into causal hypotheses for complex 
systems, where full quantification and simulation continues to prove unsuitable or of 
questionable value. In this respect, network analysis of CLDs may be reminiscient of 
Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN), which are an increasingly popular method to 
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diagrammatically integrate and capture structures of causal influence and dependency 
relationships amongst a diverse range of variables, whilst accommodating variability 
and uncertainty in these relationships (Smith et al., 2007). Although BBNs have a 
number of advantages, and also represent something of a middle-ground between 
qualitative and quantitative modelling they suffer an important limitation for complex 
system dynamics, namely an inability to integrate iterative feedback loops. Given the 
central role of feedback in complex systems, this is an important limitation. Whilst this 
could potentially be solved by the addition of a stock-flow structure to BBN, this 
essentially represents the step to lumped quantitative modelling.  

Second, Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) provides a promising semi-quantitative 
modelling method for understanding short- and long-term dynamics, particularly for 
the further exploration of narrative-driven scenarios given the ability to quickly iterate 
between stakeholder-developed storylines and an FCM (Kok, 2009). This latter makes 
the method relatively time efficient compared to fully quantified simulation models, 
especially in terms of participatory processes, yet still able to provide the kinds of 
important insights contingent on a quantitative analysis (Kok, 2009). FCM is described 
as semi-quantitative, because concepts and links are quantified in relation to each other 
only (Kafetzis et al., 2010; Kok, 2009), and is a suitable approach for broad/soft 
knowledge domains where available expertise is limited, in situations where historic 
data is hard to come by, and/or where information is predominantly qualitative (Jetter 
and Kok, 2014). FCMs take the form of simple, recursive neural networks (Kosko, 
1991), where driver and variable “concepts” act as neurons. Unlike neurons, however, 
which operate in either ‘on’ (e.g. =1) or ‘off’ states (e.g. =0), concepts in FCMs are 
typically quantified as intermediate, “fuzzy” states (e.g. between 0 & 1, or between -1 
& 1) (Jetter and Kok, 2014). Concepts are dependent, non-linear functions, which 
transform path-weighted, causal activations into a value in a selected range (Jetter and 
Kok, 2014). Thus when a change occurs in a given concept, it affects all concepts that 
are causally dependent upon it, which in turn may change state and thereby activate 
further concepts within the causal network (Jetter and Kok, 2014). As such, FCMs are 
structured and operate in a similar fashion to BBNs. However, unlike BBN, a key 
strength of FCMs is the ability to incorporate feedback loops (Jetter and Kok, 2014; 
Kok, 2009), reflecting the kinds of non-linear dynamics inherent to social-ecological 
systems. FCMs are also designed to run iteratively without additional data, until outputs 
reflect the approximation of steady-state equilibrium. However, unlike quantitative 
system dynamics models, the number of iterations taken to approach a new equilibrium 
cannot be interpreted as a representation of the time it takes the real-world system to 
reach a quasi-stable state (Kafetzis et al., 2010). This inability to incorporate temporal 
dynamics is a key weakness of FCM, and essentially limits FCMs to processes that act 
at approximately the same time scale (Jetter and Kok, 2014; Kok, 2009). Given the 
multi-scalar nature of social-ecological system dynamics, particularly in terms of 
temporal dynamics, this may prove to be a key limitation in terms of the utility of this 
method for further developing on the methods used by the present thesis. However, all 
methods have limitations, and I perceive considerable potential utility for the inclusion 
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of FCM within a multi-method approach for a deeper exploration of the governance 
and management dynamics of social-ecological systems, particularly within 
participatory settings such as group modelling workshops. 
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6. Conclusions		
This thesis has sought to understand if, and how, integrated, adaptive 
environmental governance and management systems emerge in support of the 
multiple objectives of sustainability. Three broad concepts are identifiable across 
recent theoretical developments proposed for sustainable environmental governance 
and management approaches: integration, adaptation, and systems. These concepts 
offer a useful set of heuristics regarding the suitability of environmental governance 
and management regimes for operating in complex social-ecological systems.  

Evidence of integrative and adaptive behaviour is uneven across governance levels 
and contexts, in part due to the path-dependent influence of slow-to-change 
constraints. Structurally, environmental governance and management clearly takes 
place within complex, multi-dimensional, highly interconnected systems. Governance 
and management actors and stakeholders appear largely aware of the systemic nature 
of environmental challenges facing them and there are indications of generally more 
pluralist approaches, which acknowledge a need for the greater inclusion and 
integration of multiple views, values, and types of knowledge. For example, there 
appears to be increasing focus on integrating stakeholder participation into 
environmental governance and management processes. However, most institutional 
structures at a variety of levels remain strongly hierarchical and firmly rooted in an 
administrative rationality. The degree to which real decision-making power has been 
redistributed amongst multiple stakeholders therefore remains questionable. There is 
little evidence of deliberative processes involving open, critical reasoning between free, 
equal and rational participants. Where new environmental governance and management 
actors have emerged, they have done so primarily on the basis of their expert, 
specialised knowedge. The participation of non-experts, e.g. public citizenry, remains 
limited.  

Rather than the deeper kinds of structural transformation proposed by current 
theories concerning the emergence of over-lapping polycentric networks, decision-
making appears to have been primarily decentralised within existing 
administrative hierarchies. For this reason, the successful integration of multiple new 
types of inputs continues to lack structural support from within current environmental 
governance and management systems. Accountability is a vital function provided by 
administrative bureaucracies. An unresolved field of tension therefore persists, relating 
to a recognised need to include new participants in environmental decision-making 
processes, and at the same time a need for participants to remain accountable, especially 
where public resources are involved. While adaptive, collaborative learning cycles 
appear to be well-integrated into iterative cycles of planning and implementation in the 
management of complex sustainability initiatives, the adoption of an on-going learning 
mind-set and integration of new knowledge into formal policy at higher levels appears 
to be weaker. Environmental managers in this study adopted both a learning (process-
oriented) and doing (outcome-oriented) mind-set. It is possible that actors at higher 
levels, more removed from action on the ground, perceive themselves to be 
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administrators or facilitators of sustainability rather than “doers”, thereby curtailing 
learning-by-doing approaches. 

Taken together, and from the broadest perspective, the systems dynamics shown in this 
thesis describe a crucial barrier for a societal transition to sustainability – namely 
the lack of strong, well-understood feedback mechanisms by which bottom-up 
initiatives influence higher-level institutional development. Whilst several 
reinforcing feedback dynamics provide forward momentum for sustainability 
initiatives once initiated, lack of adequate resources places an effective handbrake on 
these loops in the short-term, preventing the emergence of system dynamics that might 
over time allow sustainability initiatives to become more self-perpetuating. Longer-
term constraints relate to path-dependent institutional and regulatory frameworks, and 
socio-cultural drivers.  

A transition towards sustainable environmental governance and management 
systems appears to require support for new actors who reside outside of 
established hierarchies, as well as the disruption of path-dependent dynamics that 
reinforce the primacy of administrative hierarchies for environmental decision-
making. Three main systemic opportunities supporting the emergence of sustainable 
environmental governance and management systems include the growing influence of 
supra-national institutions for sustainability, a shift of value preferences amongst 
stakeholders towards environmental awareness and multi-functional landscapes, and 
the perverse opportunities arising from chronic environmental degradation and/or acute 
social/ecological crises. Each of these opportunities plays an important role in the long-
term dynamics supporting sustainable environmental governance and management 
systems. However, identified constraints and opportunities are deeply problematic from 
a policy recommendation point of view, as the extent to which they are accessible to 
the efforts of lower level actors and stakeholders appears extremely limited. 
Fundamentally, these dynamics support previous findings regarding a misfit between 
the scale at which environmental problems and outcomes chiefly manifest, and the 
scales at which institutions develop to govern them. 

Successful sustainability initiatives appear to adopt a multiple-objective 
approach, integrating real ecological improvement with social and/or economic 
outcomes, in order to garner cross-sectoral, multi-stakeholder support. The active 
participation of new actors and stakeholders – from outside of existing hierarchies and 
with a real stake in environmental outcomes – provides important, diverse sources of 
knowledge, views, and enthusiasm. Local NGOs appear to be important in this respect, 
providing amongst other things key sources of contextually-relevant, specialised formal 
and informal knowledge.  

Leadership is critical in order to recognise and exploit windows of opportunity as 
they arise, but also to garner and coordinate support and resources, and to focus 
the development of iterative learning cycles. The recruitment of suitable 
environmental leaders at lower levels, therefore requires identifying individuals who 
combine specialised knowledge with broad communication skills, a passion for the 
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local environment, a thirst for learning, and a commitment to “doing”. In addition, 
given the continued dominance of adminstrative hierarchies, these persons need to be 
well-situated within the governance and management architecture, with close access to 
decision-makers.  

Finally, environmental governance and management at lower levels appears to be 
comprised of an interconnected system of drivers and a set of core processes relating to 
planning, support, resources, implementation activities, and learning and knowledge. 
Producing successful sustainability outcomes on the ground requires careful, 
continuous engagement with the multiple dynamic influences of drivers and 
endogenously generated feedbacks in order to maximise the interdependent 
functionality of each process. In this regard, there appear to be two key factors for 
establishing multiple reinforcing dynamics in support of sustainability initiatives. 
First, doing – momentum is required to overcome the inertia of system constraints. 
Momentum is achieved by the delivery of objectives, on time and on budget. Early 
success is critical. Application of a “small-steps” approach to new initiatives, to reduce 
complexity, risk and implementation delays, is therefore recommended. Second, 
learning – the successful integration of endogenously-produced learning into 
successive iterations of core processes improves the adaptive capacity of initiatives 
taking place in complex, uncertain environments, as well as closing several feedbacks, 
which allow initiatives to become self-perpetuating in the long-term. A redistribution 
of decision-making power to lower levels may therefore strengthen the impact of 
localised learning loops, by shortening the pathways through which new knowledge 
can be integrated into formal policy. However, even at lower levels, the integration of 
learning into formal policy requires that the knowledge produced is formalised into a 
shareable, scaleable format. This formalisation process may be underprioritised unless 
it is institutionally compelled or financed by earmarked funds. 

An alternate recommendation for hastening the emergence of sustainable 
environmental governance and management within existing hierarchical structures is 
to focus strategic attention on shortening delays in feedbacks connecting lower-
level learning with higher-level decision-making. This requires an improved 
understanding of the causes and implications of these delays, both for governance and 
management systems themselves and for wider social-ecological system dynamics. 
However, control of emergent processes, including the ability to effectively guide 
higher-level institutional reform through triple-loop learning may not be possible. The 
history of environmental governance and management is littered with the results of 
good intentions gone wrong. Uncertainty invariably prevails in complex systems. 
While an integrative, adaptive approach appears to be of considerable utility in this 
respect, the integration of multiple values and types of knowledge, along with increased 
stakeholder participation, implies the lengthening of delays in some governance and 
management feedbacks. Systemic outcomes of delay-shortening strategies are therefore 
difficult to predict.  
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